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Jan Cohn Named Dean of Faculty
First Woman Appointed to Position
by Chip Rhodes
Editor-in-Chief
On Saturday the board of trust-
ees gave their stamp of approval
and on Monday President English
made the news public. It's official:
Jan Kadetsky Cohn is Trinity's
new dean of the faculty, effective
July 1, 1987.
Cohn, professor of English and
American Studies at George Ma-
son University in Fairfax, Vir-
ginia, will also hold a joint
appointment as professor of Eng-
lish. She is the first woman to be
named dean of the faculty in Trin-
ity's history.
The announcement brings an end
to a lengthy, national search which
attracted more than 200 candi-
dates.
Cohn was selected from a final
field of 5 candidates by a joint
search committee comprised of
faculty members and SGA repre-
sentatives. The committee submit-
ted their recommendation to the
trustees this weekend.
"Professor Cohn's breadth of
experience as scholar, teacher, and
administrator is certain to serve
Trinity well," said President
James F. English, Jr. in his an-
nouncement. "She is a person of
enormous ability and zest, and we
look forward to working with her
as she assumes this crucially im-
portant position at the College."
He added that Borden W.
Painter, the acting dean of the fac-
ulty, will be missed, having done
an admirable job in his two-year
term.
Reached at her Fairfax, Virginia
home Saturday afternoon, Cohn
had just received official word of
her appointment from President
English.
"I'm very excited about coming
to Trinity," said the Brookline,
Massachusetts native. "I went to
a liberal arts college as an under-
graduate and am extremely eager
to be back atone."
"Everything I've seen of Trinity
and everyone I've met have im-
pressed me," Cohn said, adding
that she is looking forward to
working closely with the adminis-
tration, faculty, and students.
She said that the position was
offered to her unofficially on Jan-
uary 12, and she accepted on the
next day. The school and Cohn
kept their agreement secret in the
intervening weeks, awaiting the
auspices of the board of trustees.
She said that she was confident
that the trustees would approve
her appointment.
Describing in general terms her
duties as dean of the faculty, Cohn
said that she will lead and work
closely with the faculty in making
curriculum and personnel deci-
sions.
Cohn earned her B.A. from
Wellesley College in 1955; an M.A.
from the University of Toledo in
1961; and a Ph.D. from the Uni-
versity of Michigan in 1964. She
has taught at a number of colleges
before joining the faculty at
George Mason University in 1979
as a professor and chairperson of
the English department.
She has authored two books, The
Palace of the Poorhouse: The
American House as a Cultural
Symbol and Improbable Fiction:
The Life of Mary Roberts Rim-
hart, and is currently working on
a third. She has also served as an
editor for several scholarly jour-
nals and as a consultant to orga-
nizations such as the Public
Commission on the Humanities in
Pennsylvania and the Indianapolis
Museum of Art.
^Weather Delays Winter
Construction Projects
by Gina M. Letellier
Assistant- Neivs Editor
Aside from the usual problems
regarding snow removal, this win-
ter's heavy snowfall has created
some new obstacles for ongoing
construction involving the new
parking lot and the new dormitory
on Vernon Street, according to
Siu-Chim Chan, Director of Build-
ings and Grounds.
The problems with the parking
lot involve lack of space striping
on the asphalt as well as insecurity
over the reliability of the security
cameras. The recent wet weather
has made it impossible to paint
space stripes on the new lot. Ac-
cording to Chan, "for all practical
purposes you can still park
there...we have been plowing it out
every storm." In order to success-
fully stripe the lot, Kessler Con-
struction, the contractor for the
parking lot "must have a week, or
at least three or four good, dry
days."
Most administrators acknowl-
edge that the lot's location, (corner
of Broad and Vernon Streets), de-
mands more than average security
to insure the safety of those who
park there. The college has set up
security cameras to monitor the
parking lot.
The fear of inadequate security
can be attributed to the under-
ground cable threading from the
parking lot to Mather. According
to Chan, "there has been a prob-
lem with ground faults surround-
ing the cable,...these problems
Construction of the new Vernon St. dormitory has been delayed due to
inclement weather and financial squabbles.
could come again after it is
working."
Chan said that he had heard that
the cameras had worked, "the
other day." At this point, accord-
ing to Chan, Vice President
Thomas A, Smith has the final say
as to when the lot can be opened.
Smith is aware of the problems,
said Chan, and has agreed to open
»the lot without the striping, noting
that, "you would only lose a few
spaces." Smith could not be
reached for comment.
The problems regarding the con-
struction of the new Vernon Street
dormitory are more complicated.
According to Chan, the expected
date of completion is still January
of 1988, which would allow mem-
bers of the Class of '88 the oppor-
tunity to live there second
semester.
The recent bad weather has cre-
ated some unforeseen problems in
the dorm's construction. The next
step in the project, said Chan,
would be pouring the basement
floor, which would be complicated
by the extreme winter weather.
Although the pouring could be
done, it would be too costly to
maintain the floor because it would
have to remain heated and cov-
ered, so as not to be affected by
the snow and frost. Nevertheless,
said Chan, "they have continued
with minor construction, such as
making sewer connections. Major
construction will have to wait until
the spring thaw."
According to T.Anderson of Bar-
tlett Brainard Eacott, the firm
contracted to build the dorm, the
problems involve more than just
snow on the ground. "The delay
involves decision making and and
budget concerns," Anderson
stated.
Anderson continued by saying
Continued on Page 12
Jan Kadetsky Cohn has been named Dean of Faculty of Trinity College
effective July 1,1987.
Car Break-Ins Take Place
Under a Mantle of Snow
by Judy Sandford
News Editor
Thursday morning January 22,
Security discovered that four cars
and a truck parked in the North
Campus lot had been robbed and
vandalized.
The exact time of the break-ins
is difficult to pinpoint because the
owners of the vehicles had not vis-
ited the parking lot for a lengthy
period of time.
Although the vehicles were in
plain view of a security camera,
which scans the lot, "the damage
was obscured by several inches of
snow that the owners had failed to
remove", explained Senior Secu-
rity officer, David C. Norris.
The vandals had smashed the
windows on the the side furthest
from the cameras. "They were not
idiots", he added.
According to Norris, it is easy
for a criminal to avoid the camera
because it focuses on a specific area
for only four seconds and takes al-
most a minute to return to that
same spot.
Security estimates that a skilled
thief can break into a car in about
nine seconds and take the car
stereo in another minute. Norris
speculated that the snow probably
muffled the sound made when the
windows were broken. Access to
the truck was gained through an
open side window.
None of the cars had a security
alarm installed.
There are nine different security
cameras located across campus.
One guard must watch all the con-
nected video monitors in the secu-
Continued on Page 12
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Editorial
We Want A Refund
Investigating the North Campus car break-ins brought
to lightsome interesting information concerning the ac-
tual effectiveness of the Security camera system.
The system, comprised of nine cameras in all, osten-
sibly gives Security the ability to monitor the campus
with a thoroughness quite impossible with the standard
car patrols. They create a very ingenious feeling of
omnipresence that at first genuinely unnerved many stu-
dents who felt it was a little too Orweliian for their liking.
But, it was argued, the cameras were integral to the
protection and safety of the students and campus.
Well, as recent, well-known events attest, the cameras
haven't quite lived up to their initial promise. Despite
the expensive, high-tech equipment, crime has increased
almost exponentially this year. So, what's the deal? Why
have the cameras been such a wash out?
While discussing the particulars of the previously-men-
tioned car thefts with Security, we discovered that the
cameras focus on a specific area for only four seconds
before moving on and do not return to that spot for a
full minute. One guard estimated that a skilled thief can
break into a car in less than ten seconds and remove
a car stereo in about a minute.
Now if you're adept at mathematics, you'll soon figure
out that a so-called skilled thief could easily break into
a car without being detected and, if patient, make off
with the stereo once the camera finished panning the
area for a second time.
The import of these figures is both simple and dis-
couraging: the high-tech camera system, which used to
be likened to Orwell's big brother, is actually much more
like somebody's kid brother —-a nuisance, perhaps, but
not something to take very seriously.
Yet from a public relations standpoint, they look much
prettier. What? You said you're concerned about security
in the middle of a crime-riddled city? Don't worry your
silly little head off. We've got the entire campus under
surveillance 24 hours a day. We see everything.
The argument is an alluring one to be sure. But the
truth is that the security cameras are nothing but window
dressing. They create an illusion of safety, but none in
reality. It is clear that they are not the answer to the
school's current security problems.
Too bad we can't get a refund
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Letters
A Crisis Situation for Campus
To the Editor: : ;
Here we are again; security has
blundered once more. What will
happen this time? Will something
be done? Or will the school con-
tinue its apathetic attitude toward
the whole issue? The past is not
very assuring: the campus has been
plagued by security problems all.
fall with seeming regularity and
ease. The list of campus crime is
too long to list here, but it ranges
from questionable integrities on
the part of guards themselves to
on-campus assaults. When is the
school going to realize that this is
a crisis situation? What will it take
for something to be done?
The school has plans to raise mil-
lions of dollars for improving
buildings, departments, and
dorms. There has been no mention
of money going toward the secu-
rity system. It seems that priori-
ties are a little mixed up. The
school should, be concerned with
protecting the campus before wor-
rying about new facilities. It
wouldn't take that much to im-
prove the current system. Some
basic improvements would make a
big difference (i.e. more guards,
cameras, etc.) It is time that the
school started to handle the prob-
lem the way it should be handled.
Janiece Stewart is not the root
of the problem. She may be an in-
direct symptom of the crisis, but it
is now the school's problem. She
operates under the auspicies of the
college. If she is the problem, then
something should have been done
long ago. It is now to the point,
however, that people should look
beyond the surface: this is a seri-
ous situation. Corrective measures
must be taken before something
worse happens. To this point, it
seems that the college has let "se-
curity" take care of the problem,
with perhaps some added direction
from the school. It is quite clear
that security is unable to deal with
the problem.
From what has been uncovere
concerning the vacation break-ins
it appears that the intruders spen
several hours in the various dorm
and fraternities. This is assinine
The post office break-in occurec
only down the hall from the secu-
rity office! How could that have
happened? How humiliating! It is
outrageous, scandalous, and de-
meaning. If the college thinks that
kind of security is even close to
sufficient, then they are in for a
serious shock. Criminals will only
be attracted to an area which is
vulnerable.
Review Editor Accused
To the Editors:
Regarding the recent issue of the
Trinity Review, I feel that it is an
injustice both to the Review Staff
and the Trinity Community that
42% of the artwork in the publica-
tion was work done by the Arts
Editor, Meryl Levin, allowing for
a misconception that students were
not interested in submitting to the
publication. As a former member
of the Trinity Review staff, I am
concerned about the current" is-
sue's disregard for student art-
work and " the publication's
increasing preference for literary
work over art.
After gathering works of art
from students who were inter-
ested in submitting work to the
Review, I waited for art meetings
to be announced to show the works
. and discuss them. These meetings
never took place. On the eighth of
December I phoned the Arts Edi-
tor. When I asked her what was
being done about the artwork for
the Review, she informed me, in-.
correctly, that there would be no
magazine for-the Pall 1986 semes-
ter. Due to the inefficiency of Ms.
Levin, art works by Susan Brady,
Stacey Dresdale and myself were
never even considered for publica-
tion.
At a time when it seems to be
very important for Trinity stu-
dents to disprove their image of
being apathetic, it is a shame that
the interest and talents of the
aforementioned should have gone
unrecognized.
Sincerely,
Eve Streisand
There is no question that secu-
rity over vacation was unaccepta- •
ble as the force was understaffed -
by two men. The vacation time is
when the college is most vulnera-
ble to crime as the campus is
empty, yet the college thought they
could make it through vacation
with the men they had. How incre-
dibly naive!
Until the college accepts the fact
that this is a crisis situation, the
crime wave will continue. Some-
thing must be done, and the stu-
dent body should be kept abreast
of the situation. Now is the time
for action; it is the least the college
can do.
Sincerely,
Peter Denious
Fundraiser a Success
Dear Faculty and Administration:
On behalf of the Soup "Kitchen,
we would like to thank you all very
much for your generosity during
our fundraiser. Due to the success
of the campaign, the Soup Kitchen
account is larger than ever before.
As a result, our group is not only
able to continue helping out at the
St. Elizabeth House, but we're also
looking into starting another pro-
gram somewhere else in Hartford.
Thank you again for taking the
time and effort to respond to our
letter, It is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Lisa Lumakuri, Tom Blonski,
Sherri Marton, Ann Chynoweth
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Letters
Student Outraged By Security
To the Editors:
Well isn't that reassuring? The
lock cylinders of every dorm room
will be replaced within two months.
Let's see now, that gives some one,
of some many, two months of ac-
cess to any dorm room on campus,
once they've gained entrance to
the actual building.
Vice President (and detective?)
Smith, that sure was clever of you
to "conjecture that the thieves
were able to gain access to Cook
because contractors had been
working in the building that morn-
ing." (And what if a bank was left
open all day? Isn't it obvious?)
So Vice President Smith, you
don't expect a continuation of the
crime trend now that the students
have returned? What about Spring
Break? Just think, maybe by Fall
Term '87 the dorms will be devoid
of desks, beds and dressers, too.
And the Building and Grounds di-
rector said, "It's unbelievable that
they would feel so comfortable
here." Not really.
Trinity Security does not deter.
They babysit. When it's raining or
cold, we get cozy escorts to our
dorms. When we plan a function,
they are our paid ehaperones.
(And, yes, we've already learned
only too well how ineffective they
could be at protecting a victim or
later identifying the culprits in the
Cave incident last fall.)
Two male students were ver-
bally harassed and mugged on a
Sunday afternoon in October. And
our trusty security alert said: don't
walk alone. They weren't. A neigh-
borhood man was found in the
girl's dorm showers last year. Did
the security alert suggest not
showering alone, too? Try explain-
ing that one to prospective fresh-
men.
A girl was held up at knife point
in front of Funston at 9:30 in the
morning just a few weeks ago.
Why did this lunatic feel it was
safe to harass a girl in broad day-
light on our campus?
Over $7000 worth of valuables
were stolen from Northam on
Thanksgiving Day. Approximately
$100,000 was lost over Christmas
Break as well. The Tripod has al-
ready cited the unusually high per-
centage of car thefts and break-ins
in previous articles.
Vice President Smith said, "we
don't assume any responsibility for
the dorms." What if it were his
home left open and unprotected:'
Perhaps that might evoke a little
concern? After all that is what
we're bilking about here. For eight
months of the year Trinity is a
home for many of us. We eat,
sleep, learn, socialize, and live
here. Granted it's only temporary,
but so's life, and that's no excuse
to deny our right to safety. Imag-
ine if everyone regarded them-
selves as transient as the current
security policies reflect.
Fortunately, there has not been
any physical injury this year to a
student. Yet. But is that what it
takes to get your attention: a rape,
stabbing, or death? Again, T stress
the need for a human presence
over the cameras. Or should we
have cameras on every inch of the
campus...in the dorms, better yet,
the showers? A camera can't come
to your rescue. A student relishes
the thought that perhaps a secu-
rity guard could.
Chip Rhodes quoted Smith as
saying everyone was embarassed
by the burglaries, from the Presi-
dent on down. Remember your
precious endowment. We're not as
transient as you'd like to think. Of
course you're embarassed.
Ginny Rowan, "87
Trinity supports CONNPIRG
To the Trinity Community:
The Hunger Committee of
ConnPIRG would like to thank you
for making the Christmas Turkey
Drive such an amazing success.
During the last week of classes last
ester. taj>)ers collected over
everyone who donated and we are
especially grateful to the R.A.'s for
taking time to collect in their
dorms.
The Pinast Supermarket in West
Hartford arranged for us to buy
45 turkeys. On Monday, December
15, we delivered seven turkeys to
the South Park Inn — a shelter in
Hartford. Eight turkeys went to
Saint Elizabeth's soup kitchen and
we took thirty to the Central Bap-
tist Church Food Pantry, which
were presented with baskets of
canned goods to families through-
out Hartford.
The Friendly's Ice Cream Cor-
poration helped encourage dona-
tions by offering to sponsor a study
break ta> the dorm which raised tfte
most turkey money. This past Sun-
day night, Friendly's contributed
enough ice cream, chocolate sauce,
whipped cream, bowls and spoons
to reward all the residents of the
Jones and Smith dormitories for
their collections of almost $200
combined! North Campus resi-
dents came in a close third place
in the competition. The Friendly's
Corporation welcomes the patron-
age of all Trinity students at their
new store in the Hartford Hospital
Complex, which will be opening
March 2, 1987.
Thanks are also extended to Ms.
Joanne Pulver, assistant Dean for
Student Activities, for her assist-
ance in the, drive.
1
 The Hurig<ef Committee is look-
ing forward to another successful
semester. We welcome all stu-
dents interested in joining us in
our work to alleviate the hunger
situation in Hartford. Thanks for
your support.
Sincerely,
Michelle Monti
ConnPIRG's Hunger Committee
Discovering Amnesty Itit'l
collegiate crossword
Since the Conspiracy of Hope
concert tour last summer, many
more people have become aware of
Amnesty International. However,
there are still questions in many
people's minds as to what exactly
this human rights group does.
Amnesty International was
launched in 1961 in response to a
newspaper article on forgotten
prisoners. These forgotten pris-
oners were men and women
throughout the world who were
imprisoned for their political and
religious beliefs.
Since its formation, Amnesty
International has come to play a
specific role in the international
protection of human rights. It
seeks the release of men and
women detained anywhere for
their beliefs, colour, sex, ethnic or-
igin, language or religion, pro-
vided they have neither used nor
advocated violence. These are
"prisoners of concience."
It advocates fair arid prorn.pt
trials for all political prisoners
and works on behalf of such people
detained without charge or with-
out trial.
It opposes the death penalty,
torture, and other cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punish-
ment of all prisoners without re-
servation.
Amnesty International does not
support or oppose any government
or political system. Its members
agree on the need to protect all
people in all countries from impris-
onment for their beliefs, and from
torture and execution.
This is accomplished by directly
confronting official silence and po-
litical persecution. When Amnesty
International hears of political ar-
rests, or of people threatened with
torture or execution, it first
focuses on getting the facts of a
prisoner's detention.
When the case is clearly out-
lined, local gorups and sections
take action. Government and
prison officials are faced with in-
sistent, continuous appeals. Letter
after letter is sent to officials on
behalf of prisoners.
With more than 350,000 active
members, Amnesty has been able
to have an effect on human rights
throughout the world. This has not
gone without notice. In 1977, Am-
nesty was awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize. Governments have
come to respect this group and its
influence.
However, countless prisoners of
conscience are still jailed. Torture
and execution are still prevalent in
many parts of the world. Human
rights are by no means guaranteed
in many countries. The work Am-
nesty International does requires
a committment. It requires using
our I'rendom in defense of the free-
dom of others.
The Trinity College chapter of Am-
nesty International will be holding
a meeting on Tuesday, January
27th at 7 pm, in the. Wean Lounge.
All members of the Trinity com-
munity and surrounding areas are,
invited to attend.
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ACROSS
1 Viper?
5 Despots
10 FDR's dog
14 Sunken fence or
laugh
15 Spartan serf
16 Rush'order abbrevi-
ation
17 Sooner or later
19 Maui garlands
20 Healed
21 Hudson River view
23 Minerals
24 In regard to
25 " Bank Account"
27 Auction term
28 Stunned
32 Suffix for social
33 Apartment
34 In front of
35 Tan producer
38 1040, for one
39 Soldiers
40 Something to win in
cards
41 Card game
42 Gossipy woman
(Yiddish)
43 Twist
44 Squirrel t reat
46 Bandleader Shaw
48 Dross
49 "A —-~ from Hong
Kong"
52 Addictions
55 ^ears: It.
56 question
58 The Brothers
69 Word in Jane Austen
title
60 Alliance initials
61 Sioux
62 Senator Kefauver
63 Killed
DOWN
1 Attentfon-getter
2 Except
3 Extraordinary occur-
rence
4 Dee
5 Fall sounds
6 Azov, for one
7 Joyful words to a
debtor
8 Movie Charlie Chan,
Winters
9 Work with hair
10 Shakespearean
knight
11 On the Tyrrhenian
i n
12 Set down
13 Church projection
18 Driving places
22 finger
25 Errol l Garner
tune
26 Sky-blue
27 Scrooge's wcrd
29 Concerning
animals
30 Misplay
31 Speed
33 Zero-dimensional
figures (abbr.)
34 What a DH uses,
sports
36 Study plants
37 Separate
38 poodle
40 Here
43 Genie offerings
44 Winged
45 Ship rooms
4? Succinct
48 Footwear
49 Dear one: It.
50 "Step !"
51 Word in the "golden
rule"
53 Actress Sharon
54 Street sign
57 Half a fly
BLOOM COUNTY
M mtr, i <mT NOW
Kz&m* i
toy Berke Breathed
, i mm
THAT pesems some
, PONT
YOU? tteu.o?
IRAN/CONTRA
DEBATE
Dialogue of The Deaf
By PETER MACKINNON
Left < >
Scandal < >
Crisis < >
Terrorists < >
Contras < >
Israel < >
Fanatical < >
ideologues
Cowboys In the < >
basement
Cooperates <>
testify
Cover-up < >
Screw-up < >
Crimes < >
Right to know < >
Lie <>
Deceit < >
Arms < >
Boland < >
Amendment
Failed policy < >
The press <>
Investigator < >
The President's <>
friend
Ed Meese
Special < >
prosecutor
Congressional < >
Committees
Left <>
"And we are here
as on a darkling plain
Where Ignorant armies
clash by night"
Right
Flawed initiative
Problem
Iranian moderates
Freedom Fighters
A third nation
Patriotic
Americans
Decorated heroes
Fifth Amendment
rights
Executive privilege
Over-zealousness
Technical violations
National security
Misspoke
Back channel
communication
Spare parts
Not clear what
the law was
Failed operations
The sharks
Ed Meese
The Attorney-
General
Ed Meese
Independent
counsel
Leakers
Right
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News
Double Feature of Bands
to Eock Winter Weekend
by Christine Herzig
News Staff Writer
With the month of January com-
ing to an end and the untold num-
ber of inches of snow recently
received, this year's Winter Week-
end has been perfectly timed .
Among events scheduled for the
weekend of January 30-31, are, the
Friday night double headline con-
cert and the Second Annual Ban-
tam Ball on Saturday night.
The weekend starts with the
double concert, which will be held
in the Washington Room from
10:00 p.m.- 2:00 a.m.. Trinity Col-
lege Activities Council (TCAC) is
in charge of this year's arrange-
ments. The set-up for New Johnny
5 and The Fools, the bands pre-
sented this year, "will be concert
style without seats, but dancing
will be accomodated for," said a
TCAC member, Laura Bailey.
New Johnny 5 is a New London
based band who's sound Hillary
Romanoff describes as "Talking
Heads-like, but not exactly." Key-
board player Preston Frantz has
said, "we want to be called 'digi-
funk' or 'modernism', and we don't
want to be classified as new wave,
punk or rock n' roll."
New Johnny 5 has performed
across the country and has acted
as a support band for such groups
as Culture Club, Cyndi Lauper,
INXS, Quarterflash, Madness,
Modern English, Marshall Cren-
shaw, the Romantics and Greg
Kiln.
The Fools reached number one
on the U.S. Rock Indie Top 100 list
with their album "World Dance
Party", with help from large
amounts of air play on Boston ra-
dio stations (based on National
Sales ending in April 1985) for
their album, "World Dance
Party". Tickets for The Fools and
New Johnny 5 are on sale in front
of Saga for $5.00 or at the door.
Because of fire codes, there are a
limited number available.
Linda Jeffries of TCAC is super-
vising preparation for The Bantam
Ball. The ball has been limitied to
800 tickets, also for fire code rea-
sons. It will be held in the Wash-
ington Room, as well as the
Rittenburg and Alumni lounges.
The New York City Swing Band
will be performing for faculty, ad-
ministrators and students who are
all welcome to attend. The Ball will
go on from 10:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
and it's tickets can be purchased
outside Saga for $5.00 or at the
door for $7.00. There will be a cash
bar and hors d'oerves will he
passed by waitresses.
Jefferies remembers the snow
storm of last year on the date of
the Bantam Ball and says, "I really
hope people don't judge this years
Ball on [sic] that of last years.
We're trying to make this one a
big success." Romanoff and Bailey
agree, "We hope to make it excit-
ing and on a slightly smaller scale
than that of Spring Weekend."
The Rotary Club of Hartford presented its Seventh Annual Vocational Service Award Tto Trinity College
President James F. English Jr., left, at the club's weekly meeting on Jan. 5. The award honors "individuals
who have combined, in extraordinary ways, their business repsonsibilities with the public good." Here,
English receives a congratulary handshake from award committee Chairman Raymond W. Stahl, senior vice
president of Travelers Insurance Cos.
VIRGIL'S AUTO SERVICE
Broad Street at Allen Place
(One Block From Trinity College)
Expert Car Repairs On All Makes
FREE Estimates
Open 7:00 a.m. —6:00 p.m. Tel. 246-0055
HEY, STUDENTS—CONE OUT AND PLAY!
Before you head to a movie or a
club.. . consider the Hartford Stage.
Each year we offer a wide variety of
entertaining, provocative and often
controversial plays ranging from the
classics to the new. The best way to
attend the Stage is with a student
pass. The pass allows you 4 tickets
for only $25. Plus, you get a 20%
discount on dinner at downtown res-
taurants including Shenanigans,
the Brownstone and the Club Car.
You can use the pass any way you
want—4 tickets for 1 play, 1 ticket
for 4 plays, or any combination in
between. It gives you total flexibil-
ity. Call 527-5151 to order your
pass today. It's the easiest and
most affordable way to see nation-
ally recognized theater.
Student Pass
4 Tickets for XBi
Call 517-5151
1986-87 Season
A Do I! House
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U M ft ' er 15-December 20
Children
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111 im Shakespeare
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News
TMG Asks For Expanded
Orchestra Program
by Sean Dougherty
News Editor
The Trinity Musicians Guild (TMG)
has not found adequate opportuni-
ties for their members to partici-
pate in on-campus musical events.
The Guild is a group of instru-
mental musicians who have played
a limited role in providing music
for on-campus museial shows and
events, as well as providing some
of the members of the Spring Or-
chestra course.
The Guild would like to see the
scope of instrumental music on
campus expanded. Steve Harrod,
'89, the chairman of the TMG, has
asked Music Department Chair-
man Gerald Moshell to help TMG
organize a Fall program for instru-
mental music.
"We don't want a full orches-
tra", said Plarrod, "because we
know there will be certain sections
that Trinity students couldn't cur-
rently fill. All we really want is a
chance to play together year-
round, so we are in practice for the
spring when most campus musical
events occur."
Harrod also noted that in Trinity
brochures, prospective freshmen
are given the impression that there
is a place for all kinds of musicians
on campus. In Trinity's "The Arts"
pamphlet it is stated that "every-
one agrees, however, that we are
a department anxious to offer each
student a wealth and variety of
musical experiences and are will-
ing to put in the time and energy
to make that experience as re-
warding as possible."
Harrod, and fellow TMG mem-
bers, feel that a full time instru-
mental music program should be
part of "the time and energy" that
the brochure cites.
TMG member Gail Lanza, '90,
commented that "we (incoming
freshmen) got mailings from Trin-
ity that said there would be plenty
of opportunities to play. When we
got here we found nothing."
Last semester when the Trinity
Chorus performed Mozart's Re-
queim, Trinity musicians were not
even invited to audition. Profes-
sional musicians and UHart stu-
dents were used to fill the
orchestra pits. Lanza went to the
auditions Moshell was having for
Mozart's Requiem and was chased
out by Moshell, who acted like he
had no time to listen.
To make sure that someone has
time to listen to Trinity musicians,
TMG would like a full time faculty
member appointed to advise TMG
and oversee a possible fall instru-
mental music program.
"We're just like a sports team",
said Harrod, "we need a coach to
help us play together as a unit. We
know that what we're trying to do
takes a lot of effort, but we feel
it's important. As just an indepen-
dant group of people we need an
accomplished musician to lead the
group."
Museial auditions were held yes-
terday for the spring play "Swee-
ney Todd." Harrord sees these
auditions as the result of TMG pe-
titioning Dean of Faculty, Borden
Painter. Lanza adds that, "Mosh-
ell is acting like he is doing us a
favor. It shouldn't be a favor for
Trinity musicians to have a chance
to audition for Trinity events. It
should be someone's job."
TMG calls for fall music program
Musician's Guild calls for ex-
panded instrumental music pro-
gram
TMG requests new fall music pro-
gram
The attractively renovated infirmary allows medical staff to work more
efficiently.
Career Consortium Mar. 5
by Joanne Jaeobson
Tripod Staff Writer
Academic Woes Claim Ten Students
By Cindy Woosnam
Tripod Statf Writer
The number of students placed
on Academic Probation last semes-
ter was consistent with previous
fall semesters — 120 people were
placed on the list and 10 were
asked to leave.
"If a student is placed on Aca-
demic Probation, then they are not
allowed to take a pass/fail for the
semester that they are on the list",
said Assistant Dean of Students,
Paula Chu'Richardson. The stu-
dent is also invited to meet with
the Dean, but is not required to do
so unless the Dean's office feels
that it is necessary. If a student
gets placed on A.P. twice in a row
or three times in eight semesters,
then they are are asked to leave
for a year.
According to Chu-Richardson,
there are three ways to get placed
on A.P. Either a student receives
an average of a C- (4.0) or lower,
completes fewer than four credits,
or flunks anything worth a half
credit or more for one semester.
Chu-Richardson said that when
a student is put on "required with-
drawal", that person has two op-
tions: appeal or reapply after a
year by filling out a special appli-
cation. "If a student reapplies after
a year off, they are often readmit-
ted," she said.
Chu-Richardson does not tool
there is any one reason why stu-
dents get placed on A.P.. "Fresh-
men usually make the list for
failing a course because they don't
know what to expect in terms of
sehoolwork and don't do enough
studying until midterms. Fresh-
men have a more difficult time ad-
justing to the system."
About upperclassmen, Chu-Rich-
ardson said that frequently aca-
demics can be a symptom of
personal problems. "Bad grades,
and usually personal stuff too,
show up in the academic realm."
Chu-Richardson summed up the
discussion by saying that although
A.P. sounds very serious and isn't
something that a student would
like to be placed on, it can also be
helpful.
"In almost all cases, Academic
Probation is a centering process,"
she added."
On March 13th Trinity college
seniors will participate in the
Washington D.C. job consortia.
This consortia will be the third and
most diverse job consortia of the
academic year.
The job consortium system is run
by the career counseling office and
provides interview opportunities to
. students from organizations that
hire Trinity graduates but do not
recruit at Trinity. Students inter-
ested in interviewing with partici-
patory organizations must submit
a resume to the career counseling
office by a given deadline. The or-
ganizations then review the re-
sumes and choose a minimum of
two students (maximum of three)
from each of the five schools for
interviews.
Rozanne Burt, Director of Ca-
reer Counseling, claims that the
consortium is a mutually beneficial
system for both employers and
students. "The employers are
happy because Trinity takes care
of all of the mechanics..., and the
students, even if they are not
granted an interview, are at least
geared up on a good time-table."
Senior Greg Hill, a participant in
the popular New York consortia
that took place on January 5th and
6th, concurs with Burt adding "I
think that it's great. The worst
thing you can get out of it is a
learning experience."
The two previous consortium for
New York city and Boston proved
to be highly successful, particu-
larly New York where approxi-
mately seventy students out of the
one hundred that applied were
granted at least one interview.
Burt is hopeful that Trinity stu-
dents will be as successful with the
Washington D.C. consortia in
March.
• • • • • • • • • • • • > • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • •
BLOOM COUNTY
a^T'
by Berke Breathed
mssecms
emttt/m
DONIZETTI'S PIZZA
1502 BROAD ST.
CALL
TODAY
246-7209
DELIVERED IN 3O
MINUTES OR IT'S
• KCEi
OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
4:00-2:00
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The Second Annual
BANTAM BALL
i
Cash Bar
Proper attire required
$5 per person
SATURDAY, JANUARY 31st
8:00 pm-l:OO am
Mather Campus Center, 2nd floor
Sponsored by the RC/A 's, TCAC, SGA, and the IFC
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World Outlook
IN THE NEWS
by Hillary Davidson
Forsyth County, Georgia - A small group of blacks and whites weiv
attempting to hold a "walk for brotherhood" when Ku Klux Kkm members
and sympathizers pelted them with rocks and bottles and screamed, "Nig-
gers, go home!" No, this was not a scene from 1963, rather it happened
on January 17, 1987.
It would be all too easy to dismiss this incident because, after all, it
happened in the South, a part of the country which, in many ways, is still
entrenched in its centuries-old racial hatreds and prejudices. Yet, what
happened in Howard Beach, New York shows us that even in the "pro-
gressive" North we are not yet cured of the ugly disease of racism.
(See related article by Bridget McCormack.) Last year in Philadelphia, a
black family who had moved into a house in a white neighborhood was
forced to leave because the whites demonstrated on their front lawn,
vandalized their property and even threatened to kill them.
How is it that 23 years after the passage of the historic Civil Rights Bill
and more than two decades after the sit-ins, the bus strikes, the riots, and
the marches, there should still be eruptions of racial violence?
The attitude and actions of the Reagan Administration are partly to
blame. After all, how can we expect civil rights enforcement from a
president who said in 1966, "I would have voted against the Civil Rights
Act of 1964."? In 1982, Reagan sought to offer special tax exemptions to
schools that discriminate against blacks, such as the Bob Jones University
and the Goldsboro Christian Schools, Inc. Reagan has cut back funds from
Head Start, Community Action and Minority Business Loans, and he is
adamently against Affirmative Action — all programs which grant blacks
more of an equality of opportunity. Reagan once said that he wished that
we could return to the "good old days" when "...this country didn't even
know it had a racial problem."
General apathy in the country is also to blame. The civil rights battle
was fought and supposedly won over twenty years ago. People are tiring
of a struggle that should have ended decades ago. Perhaps we are the
ones who don't want to know if this country has a racial problem.
This, then, is the reason for the importance of Martin Luther King Day
— not only to remember the man and the movement, but to assess how
far we have come in winning racial equality and far we have yet to go.
Twenty-four years ago King cried out, "I have a dream that one day
this nation will live out the true meaning of its creed: 'We hold these
truths to be self-evident; that all men are created equal.' I have a dream
that one day the sons of former slaves and the sons of former slave-
holders will be able to sit down together at the table of brotherhood...
I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation
where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content
of their character."
Meanwhile, in Forsyth County, Georgia, Mike Eddington, a K.KK mem-
ber, said that because of the racist incident that took place there and an
expected return march by civil rights leaders on January 24, "We [the
KKK] have recruited probably 300 new members in Forsyth County alone."
How disgusting and disgraceful it is that twenty-one years after King's
assassination and twenty-four years after his march on Washington, King's
"one day" has not yet arrived and his dream of racial equality is still just
that — a dream.
Please Hold The Mao
by Aaron Sobel
World Outlook Ass't Editor
Hello Trinity and points beyond!
I know you've heard it enough, but,
"Welcome back!" Now, two de-
pressing things happened while
you were gone. One of these will
probably attract your attention,
while the other wilt probably cause
you to continue reading the
"Bloom County" strips that are
around this page. Well, hang on!
"Bloom County" can wait.
The first thing that occurred is
that CBT decided to raise the min-
imum amount one must have in an,
account to not receive penalties.
This forces many of us to do what
we most dread: save money. The
other tiling that happened is that
China momentarily "bailed out"
from its bold political/economic ex-
periment, C'mon don't turn the
page yet!
When Chinese leader Deng
Xiaoping initiated a series of eco-
nomic reforms and allowed more
"Western Influence" into his
country, it was bound to invite
controversy, especially from the
conservatives in the Chinese Com-
munist Party. Many conservatives
felt that Deng was pushing his re-
forms too quickly and that, as a
result, he was losing control. This
concern has been highlighted re-
cently by the student protests in
several Chinese cities. While some,
of Deng's top aides had encour-
aged the protests, in order to help
break conservative, resistance
against reforms, the government
warned that it would take action
against the protesters soon be-
cause the demonstrations had be-
gun to appear "too spontaneous,"
Well, in addition to arresting
sveral key protesters, the govern-
ment also had to turn to itself for
some "housecleatiing,"
That "housecleaning" came in
the form of the "resignation" of
the designated successor to Deng,
Hu Yaobang, the general secre-
tary of the Chinese Communist
Party. Incidentally, if the U.S. is
accused of being the chief source
of "Western Influence" on China,
then the Russians should be guilty
of a certain quirk as well. I've al-
ways thought that one of the most
wonderful ideas of the Commu-
nists was this concept of appoint-
ing a successor who was as old as
the person he was following. So
much for quirks. Anyway, Deng,
who was under attack from the
hard-liners, fired Hu himself. He
also, in effect, cut off his right arm
as Hu was his most trusted aide.
Now, according- to the National
Enquirer we all have "inquiring
minds," so we can only wonder just
exactly how Deng fired Hu, his
closest friend and now ex-succes-
sor. Well, with my amazing "fly on
• the wall" technology, I will ac-
tually take you into the home of
Deng as he informs Hu of his dis-
missal/resignation. By the way, I
have taken the liberty of translat-
ing the conversation from Chinese
Mil it Encrlteh:
The place- Deng a Communist
dacha or Western-style cmiclo (de-
pending on what moud he's in this
week!)
iT'S OM.Y A
MOVIE-
IT'S ONLY A
MOVIE...
Howard Beach: When Will We Be Free?
by Bridget McCormack
World Outlook Staff
With the •'Howard Beach Inci-
dent" reaching a level of national
attention — as witnessed in
speeches by President Reagan and
The Reverend Jesse Jackson —
ethnic discrimination is finally
being talked about again instead of
just quietly stewing. The criticism
the Reagan Administration poli-
cies have received for their racist
overtones have been, for the most
part, overlooked. But the incident
which took place a month ago in
white Queens reminded New
Yorkers and America that racism,
and ethnic issues in general, need
our attention now more than ever.
The story is unknown to only a
fjgw. Three black men leaving a
pizzeria in a predominantly white
Queens neighborhood were at-
tacked by a gang of white youths
for no other reason than the fact
that they were black. One of the
black men, in an attempt to flee
the scene, was hit and killed on a
highway. As we celebrate Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King's 58th birthday
last week, this horrible night
makes us wonder if we will ever
be free at last.
Thus, it is important to examine
the aspects of society which still
permit this kind of behavior and
the attitudes which feed it. Fear of
crime, and especially white fear of
black crime, discriminatory laws
which keep our neighborhoods and
schools segregated, and the effects
of a racist criminal justice system
are factors which design the sce-
nery for Howard Beach-like inci-
dents.
An increasing fear of crime in
general is an aspect of society
which we have come to expect and
accept. However, we should not be
as ready to live with an increasing
white fear of black crime. Voices
have come through clearly justify-
ing the validity of suspicious white
residents when blacks enter
"their" neighborhoods. When peo-
ple are permitted to give crime a
black face, then race and crime be-
come necessarily associated with
one another. It is from that asso-
ciation that stereotypes and dis-
criminating attitudes develop.
These attitudes must be ques-
tioned, talked about, and changed.
When people are ab!e to live in
closed communities, where views
as damaging as these need never
be challenged, how can things
change? Housing discrimination
laws must be enforced so neigh-
borhoods become more and more
integrated. Neighborhoods which
break down stereotypes by the ex-
ample of the individuals living
within them are far less likely to
witness what was seen last month
in Howard Beach.
The racist nature of our criminal
justice system must also be chal-
lenged. It is no societal secret that
blacks are more likely to be ques-
tioned and arrested by police for
behavior that would be generally
overlooked in whites. It is also true
that a black man will more often
be convicted and sent to prison
when arrested for the same crime
as a white man. Law enforcement
agencies in particuliar and the
criminal justice system in general
need to listen closely to minority
complaints.
When the survivors of the How-
ard Beach attack and their lawyers
witheld testimony, until a special
prosecutor was assigned to the
case, white New Yorkers called
their protest an impediment of jus-
tice. In actuality, they were stand-
ing up to the insensitive behavior
in the incident and the longstand-
ing law enforcement injustice com-
mon to the area. White New York
is having trouble swallowing this.
Would Dr. King have joined in
the protest of the New York crim-
inal justice system? Probably, al-
though his tact and powerful voice
would have allowed more of us to
listen. Would he have taken part
in the boycotts proposed by some
black leaders against white busi-
nesses? Probably not. Chances are
are he would have encouraged the
black community to put forth their
most responsible numbers for in-
spiration and leadership. He would
have encouraged them to use the
very thing which victimizes them
— their ethnicity — as a tool for
their progress.
Howard Beach forces us to ex-
amine our own communities, our
schools, and our social circles. And,
in reflection, we know they will not
soon be free at last.
"Hi Deng. What's up?"
"That is no longer a proper sal-
utation, comrade."
"What do you want me to say."
"Greetings, Comrade Deng will
do."
"What's wrong..."
"And what are you wearing?"
"Oh, it's a new designer suit
from an American company called
Sears."
"Not only is it ugly, it is no
longer appropriate, Why aren't
you wearing' a Mao suit?"
"I didn't think we had to, except
on formal occasions."
"All occasions are now formal,"
"Are you mad at me because, 1
beat you at bridge last night?"
"Look Hu, as you know, there
have been a. lot of student protests
lately, and now the conservatives
are after me to do something about
it."
"But I thought you supported
the protests and their pusli for re-
form."
"Well, I do support them, but
now it appears too much like I sup-
port them."
"Uh right...Are you feeling
okay?"
"You don't understand com-
rade, ton much of a good thing can
be bad."
"Are you sure about that?"
"Come now comrade! You al-
ways were the lightheaded one.
What I'm trying to say is that too
much is happening at once. We
must have reforms, but.at a slower
pace."
"Does this mean I have to sell
my Porsche?"
"Comrade! I'm trying to tell you
that because of what's going on, I
must fire you."
"What?!? Why?"
"You are guilty of 'bourgeois lib-
eralism'."
"What's that?"
"When you say things that you
are supposed to say but say them
too well, even though you're sup-
posed to say them."
"Oh, that clears that right up."
"I'm sorry, Comrade Hu, I had
no choice. Now you must go, but
before you do, I have a farewell
present for you. It's a copy of my
favorite book,"
"What is it?"
"1984 bv Geome Orwell."
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Richard II to Play
by Mary K. Bray
Tripod Staff
The National Theatre of Great
Britain will give a workshop pres-
entation of Shakespeare's Richard
II at 2 p.m. Wednesday, January
28, and at 8 p.m. Friday and Sat-
urday, January 30 and 31, in the
J.L. Goodwin Theatre of the Aus-
tin Arts Center at Trinity.
The theatre -company's appear-
ance at Trinity is part of a six week
U.S. tour. The company will be in
residence at the College for a
week, during which time it will
present a series of demonstra-
tions, classes, workshops, and dis-
cussions. Classes to be visited are
Professor Hunter's Shakesperean
Tragedy; Professor Ogden's Lit-
erary Patterns of European De-
velopment; Professor Benedict's
Restoration Drama; Professor
Champagne's Women in Perfor-
mance; and Professor Feinsod's
Ibsen, Strindberg, and Chekhov.
The company's workshop series
will be held on January 28, 30, and
31. Interested students may sign
up in the Green Room of the Aus-
tin Arts Center.
In addition to the performances
of Richard II, the company will
present two, one-act, one-person
plays; Sylvia Plath and Rupert
Brooke at 8 p.m. Thursday, Janu-
ary 29, in the Goodwin Theatre.
Richard II, written in approxi-
mately 1595, tells of the deposition
and murder of King Richard II. It
is the first in Shakespeare's se-
quence of ten history plays, which
. together cover more than 100
years of English history.
The production is directed by
John Russel Brown, associate di-
rector of the National Theatre. The
cast includes Nigel le Vaillant as
Richard, and Clive Arrindell as
Bolingbroke. Others in the com-
pany are Nick Dunning, Peter
Needham, Mark Payton, Peter
Sproule, and Jessica Turner. The
production is designed by David
Neat.
General admission is $8; stu-
dents and senior citizens, $5. Spe-
cial rates are available for groups
of 10 or more. Trinity students will
be admitted with a Performance
Pass.
For tickets and information, call
the Trinity Box Office at 527-8062.
The National Theatre of Great Britain is stopping at Trinity during a six week tour of the United States. They
will be performing a new workshop presentation of Richard II, along with two one-act plays, Rupert Brooke
and Sylvia Plath.
Troupe to Perform Two One-Acts
by Tory Clawson
Arts Editor
On Thursday, January 29 at 8
p.m., the The National Theatre of
Great Britian will be presenting
two one-act, one-person plays, in
conjunction with their series of
demonstrations, classes, work-
shops, and discussions.
The first of these plays is enti-
tled Rupert Brooke. The piece is
written and performed by Mark
Payton, a member of the company.
The play is about poet Rupert
Brooke, and the nervous break-
down that resulted in some of his
best poetry. Brooke was known
somewhat mistakenly as a "war
poet," primarily because of his
friendship with Winston Churchill.
He died at the very young age of
21; cutting Ms career short and
creating a booming popularity of
his poetry. Much of the play, first
presented presented by Mark Pay-
ton in November, 1984, comes
from Brooke's own Setters.
The other piece, Sylvia Plath is
a "song-cycle of poems" presented
by Jessica Turner. The poet Sylvia
Plath was born in Boston, Massa-
jhussets in 1932 and then moved
to England where she married poet
Ted Hughes. Six years after their
wedding, they separated, and Syl-
via committed suicide. Because
she, too, died at a young age, only
one collection of her poetry was
published in her lifetime,' although
three others were published post-
humously. She also wrote a semi-,
autobiographical work entitled
"The Bell Jar."
Both of these productions will be
performed in the Goodwin Theater
at Austin Arts Center with a short
3 minute interlude between them.
Peter Harvey's Performance Thrilling
by Tory Clawson
Arts Editor
On Saturday, January 24, Good-
win Theatre was filled with the rich
voice of tenor Peter Harvey. The
concert, which was noticeably
lacking in student attendance, was
thoroughly enjoyable. Harvey, one
of Connecticut's finest tenors, dis-
played his musical ability by sing-
ing pieces ranging from "II mio
tesoro intanto" from Mozart's op-
era Don Giovanni, to "Where is
the Life That Late I Led," from
Cole Porter's musical, Kiss Me,
Kate.
The first half of the concert con-
sisted of various operatic pieces
sung in French and Italian. De-
spite the foreign languages,
Harvey brought each piece to life
through his facial expressions and
body movements. This skill was
particularly well executed during
four love songs written by Gabriel
Faure. The love songs were tied
together to form one piece divided
into four movements. Harvey sang
each separate movement with such
heartfelt emotion, that the story
he was telling was clear to the au-
dience, despite the French words.
Indeed, he was a pleasure to watch,
as well as hear.
The second half of the concert
was all in English, and generally,
the selections sung were more
lively and more fun to listen to than
in the first half. Included in this
section were four songs written by
Charles Ives, These pieces were
somewhat untraditional, splat-
tered with discordant chords and
arhythmic beats. Nonetheless, they
were sung with particular skill.
"The Side Show," while being un-
usually short, is such a cleverly
written song that the fourteen sec-
onds it took to perform made it
one of the most memorable songs
of the concert. Gerald Moshell, the
pianist, played the arhythmic, yet
melodic sounds of a broken carou-
sel with great dexterity. "The
Greatest Man," also included in the
set of Charle Ives songs, was prob-
ably the most entertaining piece of
the evening. Harvey's ability to
portray a little boy while maintain-
ing his musical composure was
both admirable and delightful.
Harvey also sang six songs from
musical comedies. He closed the
concert with one of the most fa-
mous songs of Broadway, "Being
Alive," from Steven Sondheim's
musical comedy Company. While
it must be said that Harvey's con-
centration level dropped during the
musical comedy section, the songs
themselves are so powerful that
they were a thrill to hear.
The concert was rather lengthy,
particularly the first half, which
could have been cut short by a song
or two, primarily because the
pieces demanded more concentra-
tion from the audience. The second
half, however, was filled with, sto-
rytelling songs that kept the audi-
ence smiling. Part of what made
each song go so smoothly was the
interraction between Harvey and
Moshell. Both musicians have per-
formed together in the past, and
their familiarity with each other's
musicianship enabled them to in-
terract very well. Moshell was able
to follow Harvey's musical innuen-
dos with ease. Indeed, both gentle-
men clearly displayed their musical
mastery during an evening that
would have been a shame to miss.
Student Poets to Mead
New Release
The Connecticut Student Poets
for 1987 will give a reading at
Trinity College on Thursday, Jan-
uary,29, at 8:15 p.m. in the Faculty
Club of Hamlin Hall.
The Connecticut Student Poets
were selected in a statewide com-
petition sponsored by the Conne-
cicut Poetry Circuit based at
Wesleyan University. The student
poets attend colleges and univers-
ities in Connecicut and are reading
their poetry at campuses around
the state during January and Feb-
ruary.
Students who will read at Trin-
ity on Jan. 29 are: Mary Kane, a
senior at the University of Con-
necticut; John Hamlett Barker, a
senior at Yale University; Joseph
Pandolfo, a junior at Eastern Con-
necticut State University; and
Karin Schalm, a senior at Wes-
leyan University.
The poetry reading is open to
the public free of charge, and all
students are encouraged to come
and show their support for and in-
terest in the work of their peers.
WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL
Scholarships Available for
Superior Students to Study and
INTERN
in LONDON and
WASHINGTON
Students may earn up to six semester credits (three in
Summer) in Academic internships with added credits
for courses in Politics, Journalism, Economics, Law
and International Relations.
Credits are transferred through
Hampden-Sydney College, founded in Virginia by
James Madison in 1776.
STUDY AT OXFORD
Students may also apply to study for one or
two terms at several colleges of Oxford University.
Graduate Study is an option.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE WRITE TO:
Washington International Studies Center
Room 713A, 901 Sixth Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20024
EO/AA
«•••«•••••••••••••••••*•
The views expressed in this photo are not necessarily those of the Tri-
pod Staff.
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McBride to Compete in
Theatre Festival
by Elizabeth Bennett
The next week is going to be a
rough one for Phoebe McBride. In
addition to the post-break adjust-
ment period and those Senior wor-
ries, MeBride is preparing to
participate in the American Col-
lege Theatre Festival, which will
be held on February 4 and 5 at
Keene State College in New
Hampshire. At the Festival, Mc-
Bride will be presenting Clytem-
nestra in a competition against
five other productions drawn from
the Northeast Region, one of thir-
teen regions nationwide.
The objective of the American
College Theatre Festival is to net-
work college students who are in-
terested in theatre, and to provide
general knowledge of productions
and events presented throughout
the year, as well as to give just
rewards to outstanding produc-
tions. Perhaps more importantly,
the judges of the competition (com-
prised of college professors, crit-
ics, and this year an NBC
executive) share their comments
and criticisms with the directors,
actors, and actresses — providing
the type of feedback which is so
necessary for the learning and de-
velopment of aspiring thespians.
Of the seventy productions which
the judges attended, six were cho-
sen to compete for the title of
"Best Production." In addition to
monetary rewards, the "Rest Pro-
is chosen to compete at
ie Kennedy Center against the
twelve other regional winners.
The selection of Clytemnestra is
a great honor and credit to the
hard work invested in the produc-
tion by McBride and directocJVr-
thur Feinsod. It is an extremely
important honor for McBride, who
has applied to graduate schools for
drama and hopes to pursue a ca-
reer in acting. She recognizes the
pressures and expectations in-
volved in having been selected to
compete, and admits that she pre-
fers acting "for fun." With so
many unfamiliar faces in the audi-
ence and a panel of judges scruti-
nizing McBride's solo per-
formance, it will be hard for her
not to be self-conscious and nerv-
ous; she says that she is going to
try to treat this as "just another
performance."
The demanding schedule of re-
hearsals, re-blocking, and compet-
ing is something which McBride is
learning to accustom herself to,
since her pursuit of an acting ca-
reer will call for even more of her
time. Despite the future advan-
tages that the competition might
offer her, McBride is concentrat-
ing on giving the best performance
that she can. To her, a good per-
formance is more important per-
sonally, and it is a goal that will
help Her in her experiences at the
festival, as well as with her career.
In addition to her performance at
the American College Theatre
Festival, McBride will be present-
ing Clytemnestra for the Wom-
en's Center Lunch Series on March
12, and she appreciates all the sup-
port she might receive in these
productions.
Editor's Note: McBride is also
competing for the Irene Ryan
Award at. the festival. Trinity stu-
dents Joanna Culhert and Tracy
Killoren are also competing for the
award. An article on this will ap-
pear in next week's issue.
Trinity/La Mama a Success
by Tory Clawson
Arts Editor
This past semester eight Trinity
students experienced the first
Trinity/La Mama Performing Arts
program. The program, which is
run out of the La Mama Experi-
mental Theatre in New York City
is an "integrated experience of in-
dividual field study combined with
group seminars and workshops."
The program was jam-packed
with all different workshops
classes and internships tailored to
each individual student's needs.
Each student had an internship
three days a week at various the-
atrical and artistic institutions, and
spent two days a week in classes
at a performance space at La
Mama Theatre. These classes were
supplemented by attending shows
in the city at least twice a week,
and often more frequently. The
students saw productions ranging
from opera to off-off-Broadway
plays.
Leo Shapiro, the director of the
Shaliko Theatre Company is the
director of the program, and
thanks to him and his various con-
tacts in the experimental theatre
circle, the students were able to
meet many of the actors whom
they saw in productions. The ac-
tors were available to answer
questions, which really helped
those on the program to learn more
about what they were trying to do.
Often, these actors came to La
Mama and ran workshops for the
participants in the program.
The program itself, while being-
organized around the theatre, is
not strictly for actors. Anyone who
is interested in a career with cre-
ative demands could benefit tre-
mendously from La Mama. New
York is an incredibly intense and
fast-moving city that presents un-
limited opportunities for anyone
interested in the arts at all. Stu-
dents interested in the fine arts or
even history are encouraged to
consider the program.
The program itself, while very
artistically stimulating, is tough.
The pressures, although different
from those at Trinity, are very real
and quite intense. Time is precious
and short, and the pace of the city-
leaves little breathing space. As
Gail Belanger, a sophomore the-
ater and dance major said, "The
program gives you an unromantic
picture of what a career in the the-
atre is like." Elise Risher, who also
went on the program, agreed, say-
ing it helped her to "see the reality
of it" all.
But despite all of those pres-
sures, the program has a tremen-
dous amount to offer those
interested in anything from act-
ing, to directing, to writing. The
eight students who participated in
the program were: Gail Belanger,
Heather Brown, Linda Comeau,
Clare Doran, Beth Reeves, Elise
Risher, Roberto Sifuentes, and
Mark Wlodarkiewicz.
Fall '87 Semester in New York City
Trinity/La Mama
Performing Arts
Program
THEATER • DANCE
PERFORMANCE ART
internships • seminar on contemporary
theater and dance • participatory perform-
ance workshop • performances and meet-
ings with artists • specialty classes with
leading teachers
Program Director:
Leonardo Shapiro
For more information:
Theater/Dance Department
Trinity College
Hartford, CT 06106
(203) 527-3151 x250.
Application Deadline March 15
,#
NEW MUSIC WEEKEND
FEBRUARY 6 - 7 - 8 , 1987
v
-
2:(
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The Residency is a collaboration between the College, Real Art Ways
and The Matrix Gallery of the Wadsworth Atheneuni and is made
possible in part by a grant from the Connecticut Commission on the
Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts, a federal agency,
through the New England Foundation on the Arts.
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Friday:
Wednesday:
In an FAS program, Cindy San-
ford, Manager of User Services at
the Computer Center, will discuss
new developments in the Com-
puter Center. The lecture will be
held at 4:00 PM in Hallden Room
123.
The Trinity Newman Club will
hold its weekly meeting on
Wednesday, January 28, at 7:30
PM. The documentary Mother
Teresa will be shown. This meet-
ing will be held in McCook Audi-
torium. All are invited to attend..
Thursday:
The Elton/Jones RA's will spon-
sor a Winter Weekend Weenie
Roast as an all-campus program.
The roast, to be held at 7:30 PM in
the Cave, will feature the Trinity
Pipes. All are invited to attend.
A biology lecture entitled The
Vestimentifera: Giant Tube
Worms of the Hydrothermal
Vents and Elsewhere will be given
by Dr. Meredith Jones, a inverte-
brate zoologist from the Smithson-
ian Institution, on January 29 in
Room 134 of the Life Sciences
Center. This event is open to the
public, free of charge.
Friday:
The Trinity Christian Fellowship
will hold a weekly meeting on Jan-
uary 30. Interested students are
invited to come and see what we
are all about. All meetings are held
on Friday evenings from 7:00 PM
to 9:00 PM in Seabury 19.
A number of $1000 Pi Gamma
Mu Scholarships are available for
seniors who have taken 20 semes-
ter hours in one or more of the
social sciences, received an aver-
age grade of B or better, and are
in the upper 35% of the class. Be-
cause the deadline for application
is January 30, interested students
should contact Professor McKee,
Political Science Department, im-
mediately.
The TCAC will present on Jan-
uary 30 the Winter Weekend Con-
cert from 10:00 PM to 2:00 AM in
the Washington Room. Entertain-
ment will be provided by New
Johnny 5 and The Fools. Tickets
are $5.00 a person and will be sold
both in advance and at the door on
the night of the concert. A Trinity
I.D. is required when purchasing
the tickets.
Monday:
Professor George Ranalli of the
Yale School of Architecture will
give an illustrated lecture titled
Making Architecture in America
on Monday, February 2, at 8:00
PM in Austin Arts Center, Room
320. The lecture will be sponsored
by the American Studies Program.
Gina Despres, counsel to Sena-
tor Bill Bradley and expert on Fed-
eral tax policy, will be at Trinity
on Monday, February 2, to present
a lecture/discussion entitled Re-
flections on the Policy and Poli-
tics of the Tax Reform Act of
1986. The presentation will be at
4:15 PM in the Rittenberg Lounge
and is open to the public.
Alan H. Simmons, assistant re-
search professor at Desert Re-
. search Institute at the University
of Nevada in Reno, Nevada, will
lecture oh Excavations at 'Ain
Ghazal - A New Jerico on Mon-
day, February 2, at 8:00 PM in
McCook Auditorium. The lecture
is open to the public and is free of
charge. A reception will follow the
lecture.
For Your
Information:
Roman Catholic Mass is cele-
brated every Wednesday at 5:00
PM in the Crypt Chapel and on.
Sunday at 12:00 PM.
BLOOM COUNTY
For Your
Information:
All interested in information
concerning the Trinity College
Legislative Internship Program at
the Connecticut State Capital
Building during the Spring 1987
should contact the Political Sci-
ence Department immediately. Po-
litical Science majors as well as all
other majors are encouraged to in-
quire.
Campus Representative to or-
ganize Spring Break trips to three
Florida locations for Penrod Party
Tours. If interested, call 1-800-
522-2474 or write to P.O. Box 6073
Station A Daytona Beach, Fl.
32022.
The Ferguson Prizes in Govern-
ment are offered for the two best
essays submitted for any under-
graduate course, tutorial, or semi-
nar in the Department of Political
Science during the academic year.
First prize for the competition is
$450.00, second prize is $300.00,,
All essays must be typewrittenand
must be submitted to the Chair-
man of the Department before
April 15.
The National Theatre of Great
Britain will give a workshop pres-
entation of Shakespeare's Richard
II at 2:00 PM Wednesday January
28 and at 8:00 PM Friday and Sat-
urday, January 30 and 31, in Good-
win Theatre of the Austin Arts
Center. In addition to these per-
formances, the company will pres-
ent two, one-act, one-person plays,
Sylvia Path and Rupert Brooks,
at 8:00 PM Thursday, January 29,
in Goodwin Theatre. General ad-
mission is $8.00; students and sen-
ior citizens' rate is $5.00. Special
rates are available to groups of 10
or more. For tickets and informa-
tion, call the Trinity Box Office at
527-8062.
Susan M. Wolf, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Delman Wolf of 13 Brook
Road, Enfield, has been awarded
the Krieble Scholarship at Trinity
College. The Krieble Scholarship,
a full-tuition award, is presented
annually by Loctite Corporation of
Newington to a senior chemistry
major at Trinity. Wolf, who plans
to pursue graduate study in ana-
lytical chemistry, has in the past
been a Capitol Area Corporate
Scholar, is frequently mentioned
on the Faculty Honors List, re-
ceived an award from the Division
of Analytical Chemistry of the
American Society in her junior
year, and was recently inducted to
the Phi Beta Kappa honor society.
Need extra cash?
The TCAC needs two people to
operate the spotlights for the Win-
ter Weekend Concert on Friday
January 30 from 9:00 PM to 2:00
AM. The job pays $5.00 an hour.
If interested, call Hilary Romanoff
at 246-5811 or Jennifer Roeder at
246-9713.
Wanted: Personal Care Attend-
ant- Nurse's Aide. Training will be
provided. Part-time positions are
available both weekdays and week-
ends. Pay is $6.00 an hour. If in-
terested, call Ed at 289-6260.
The Alumni Office, 79
Vernon Street, needs your ser-
vices. Typing and computer knowl-
edge helpful but not required. Must
be Work Study. Please call Lucy
Myshrall at 527-3151, ext. 214, or
215 anytime Monday to Friday
8:30 to 4:30 PM
Registrar's
Column
The Registrar's Office wishes to
remind students that registration
forms which are completed and
have advisor signature before Jan
uary 30, Final Registration Day,
can be turned in at the Registrar's
Office.-Please remember, once the
registration forms are turned in,
you can not make any schedule
changes.
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Upcoming Cultural Events
THEATRE:
Jan. 28, 30-31: The Tragedy of King Richard II by National Theatre of Great
Britain. 2 p.m. on Jan. 28, 8 p.m. on Jan. 30-31. Goodwin Theatre, AAC
General Admission $8, Students & Senior Citizens $5.
Jan. 29: Scenes from the Company Repertory by National Theatre of Great
Britain. 8 p.m. Goodwin Theatre AAC. General Admission $8, Students
& Senior Citizens $5.
EXHIBITS:
Jan. 15 — June 15: The Confederacy: From Hope to Despair Watkinson Library.
8:30-4:30 Monday thru Friday.
Jan. 15 - June 15: The Birds of Ireland, Accounts and Images, 1740-1860
Watkinson Library. 8:30-4:30 Mon.-Fri.
Jan. 30 - Mar. 15: demon Elijah Smith: In the African Tradition Benton
Museum of Art, Starrs. Mon.-Sat. 10:00-4:30. Sun. 1:00-5:00. FREE
Jan. 30: Machines Video by Sokhi Wagner and Christian Marclay.
8:30 p.m. Real Art Ways.
Jan. 31: Johnny Vortex Video. 8:30 p.m. Real Art Ways.
Feb. 1 - 1 3 : New Performances on Video. Widener Gallery, AAC 1-5 p.m. daily.
Feb. 2 - 6 : Ellis Island video by Meredith Monk. Real Art Ways, 10-5. FREE
MUSIC:
Jan. 28: Virginia Watkins, pianist, performing Bach's C Minor Partitia and Cesar
Franck's Prelude, Chorale & Fugue. Center Church, 60 Gold Street,
Admission: $3.00 w/lunch, $1.50 w/out. 249-5631
Jan. 30: Building Bridges concert. 7:30 p.m. at Greater Hartford Community
College. 527-7349.
Jan. 30 - Feb. 1: People's Music Network for Songs of Freedom and Struggle.
Greater Hartford Community College. $45 for whole weekend. 527-7349.
POETRY:
Jan. 29: Connecticut Student Poets. 8:15, Faculty Club, Hamlin, Hall. FREE.
¥¥¥¥¥•¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥•¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥•¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥.*¥**¥¥¥¥
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. Feb. 2 - Second Interview Workshop
7 p.m. Alumni Lounge
Donation Sessions:
'. Jan. 27 - Arthur Andersen & Co.
7 p.m. Rittenberg Lounge
-*ciaf Event-
Aiumni Panel of 1987!
reers in Law and Government"
— Alumni Panelists from Law Offices
and State Govt. Positions
fc Wed. Jan. 28
I
*
*
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TCAC presents
The Winter Weekend Concert
with
NEW JOHNNY 5
and
THE FOOLS
Friday January 30th
10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
in the Washington Room
$5.00 I.D. Required
Tickets are limited and will be sold
in advance and at the door.
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Construction
Continued From Page 1
that the delay relates, "to issues
of aesthetics not critical to us
[BBE]... we have not received
drawings yet." Until bidding for
sub-contractors is completed, work
cannot be continued. Anderson ex-
plained that there are possible
redesign problems to be worked
out and, "people are arguing over
the kind of bricks to be used." An-
derson did not comment on budg-
etary concerns except to say,
"budget constraints are coming
from higher up."
When asked when the dorm
would be ready taking into account
the delays, Anderson replied, "At
this point, we can't guarantee oc-
cupancy for January of 1988...We
are withholding making a commit-
ment until the second or third
week of February."
Anderson then went on to com-
ment that the delays are, "nothing
to get overly concerned
about,...there is still potential to
finish by January of 1988...we've
been known to work miracles
before."
This is not the first time that
contractors hired by Trinity have
had problems meeting expected
completion dates. Renovations of
Little dormitory and the medical
office were among the late comple-
tions last fall. Even without taking
the bad weather into account, the
new parking lot was not ready as
scheduled and construction on the
new Vernon Street dorm has al-
ready fallen behind.
Car Thefts
Continued From Page 1
rity office at once. Students usually
take over this job after 6 p.m.
Among the items stolen were at
least two car stereos, a radar de-
tector and a wallet. As of Thurs-
day, January 22, Security did not
have a complete list of the stolen
articles.
Tony Grossman '88, who had his
stereo equalizer stolen, feels that
the thefts are, "only the most re-
cent example of the woeful job Se-
curity is doing to protect us.
Students are angry and we're only
going to get more angry if this
continues." Grossman's room in
the Delta Kappa Epsilon frater-
nity, house was one of those bur-
glarized over the vacation.
Footprints of the robbers were
found leading to a hole in the fence
of the North Campus parking lot
that opens into the backyard of the
DKB fraternity house.
Director of Security, Janiece
Stewart had several suggestions to
offer students in order to protect
their vehicles in the future.
"Students must take all valu-
ables from their cars and lock
them. Cars should be moved and
checked daily, and cleared of
snow," she said.
Stewart also explained how dif-
ficult it is for security to prevent
such vandals because they may re-
semble Trinity students. "Security
has stopped break-ins in the past
and [security] will catch them," she
said, adding that such incidents
have occurred in the past and are
not new to the Trinity campus.
At one point, guards patrolled
the parking lots every half hour
and were still not able to catch all
perpetrators," Stewart noted.
March 1 to April 4,1987
BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS
When you break away this year,
do it with style.
Your College Week in Bermuda is more than just sun,
sand and surf,
Right from the first outrageous "College Bash"
at Elbow Beach, it's an unrelenting test of your
endurance.
Spectacular seaside buffet luncheons. A calypso
and limbo festival like none other. Smashing dance-til-
you-drop beach parties, featuring Bermuda's top rock,
steel and calypso bands. Even a "Party Cruise and
Private Island Extravaganza!' All compliments of the
Bermuda Department of Tourism.
Bermuda is all of this—and much, much more.
It's touring the island on our breezy mopeds.
(Do remember to keep left!)
It's jogging on quiet country roads—including an
early morning 2-k "Fun Run" from Horseshoe Bay. It's
exploring the treasures in our international shops,
playing golf on eight great courses, and tennis on over
100 island-wide courts.
But most of all, it'sthe feeling you get on a tiny,
flower-bedecked island, separated from everywhere
and everything by 600 miles of sea.
This year, go wild.. .in style. See your Campus
Travel Representative or Travel Agent for details.
REDMAN SPORT & TRAVEL
208 West 260th Street
P.O. Box 1322
Riverdale, New York 10471
1 (800) 237-7465
In New York state call collect:
(212^796-6646
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Conn PIRG
They are the few, the brave, the
Trinity-ConnPIRG student in-
terns. Seldom seen throughout the
semester, they may tell stories of
strange lands, strange faces, and
different languages found far be-
yond the gates of Trinity. Some
may be spotted weekday mornings
in the Cave — bleary-eyed, coffee
in hand, dressed to kill. Do not be
afraid. Although you may not rec-
ognize them, they are your friends.
They are merely involved in a se-
rious rite of passage that every
student should experience: an
"out-of-classroom" internship with
the Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group, ConnPIRG.
"There is no reason that a col-
lege education should only be
classroom learning," said Chris
Quinn, chair of the Trinity chapter
of ConnPIRG and a 2-credit lob-
bying intern. "Whether you do an
intership with ConnPIRG or an-
other organization, there is so
much to be learned by taking your
curiousity out of the classroom.
There's nothing like learning by
doing."
What sets ConnPIRG intern-
ships apart from others? Conn-
PIRG is student governed,
professinally staffed, with chap-
ters on college campuses around
the state. Students work with
ConnPIRG through internships or
on projects as volunteers to bring
about soeial change in issues such
as the environment, hunger, higher
education, and consumerism.
"Internships are co-sponsored by
faculty and a ConnPIRG staff per-
son," said Dale Shields, the
staffperson for ConnPIRG at Trin-
ity. "They are designed so stu-
dents can combine academic rigor
with the real life, skill and charac-
ter building experience of learning
to work within the system to solve
some of society's most pressing
problems."
Louise McCarthy, a junior and 2-
credit research intern this semes-
ter, is researching the crisis of Day
Care in Connecticut. "My ultimate
goal is to make a recommendation
to the ConnfiECi State Board of
Directors as to how they can best
contribute to the current debate
over the funding and organizing of
Day Care in the state. It is my
responsibility to creatively gather
information from state agencies,
community organizations, and leg-
islators. I essentially have to jump
in and get involved in the decision-
making process that is already
going on. It's up to me."
Other lobbying interns are in-
volved in such critical issues as
toxic waste clean-up, higher edu-
cation reforms, and the lemon law,
to name just a few.
ConnPIRG represents approxi-
mately 25,000 student and com-
munity members across the state.
Working with your load chapter
as a volunteer or as an intern for
academic credit offers students the
chance to network with students
across the state and to develop
new skills such as investigative
research, survey techniques,
community organizing, public
speaking, fundraising, and more.
For more information, call the
Trinity chapter at 247-2735.
NEWSBRIEFS
Natale Named Director of Media Relations
Elizabeth A. Natale, a former
college editor and newpaper re-
porter, has been named director of
media relations at Trinity College,
it was announced today by Presi-
dent James F. English, Jr.
In her new post, Natale will su-
pervise the College news bureau,
which is responsible for dissemi-
nating news about Trinity to the
media. Along with developing me-
dia relationships, she will write for
various College publications, di-
rect public events, and serve as a
College spokesperson.
Before joining the Trinity staff,
Natale was college editor at Quin-
nipiac College in Hamden, Conn.
Prevously she was an editor/writer
of publications and public infor-
mation at Wesleyan University in
Middletown, Conn., bureau of the
Record Journal newspaper.
Natale, who resides in Walling-
ford, is a 1075 graduate of Lyman
Hall High School and a 1979 grad-
uate of Quirmipiac. She is im-
mediate past president of the
Wallingford Business and Profes-
sional Women.
Writing Center Gaining Popularity
by Dave Copland
Tripod Staff Writer
The Trinity Writing Center ex-
ists to help students write better
and according to everyone in-
volved, serves this function well.
Trinity's Writing Center re-
ceived favorable reviews from stu-
dents surveyed late last semester.
Jiinmerman, '88, sent
who visited the Writing Center and
received 15 replies, all extremely
enthusiastic.
"A lot of professors don't con-
sider that a paper can be reworked
and turned in," said Zimmerman.
"We'd like to see that change - the
English department doesn't have
as big a problem with that as does
History or Economics."
Dr. Kenneth Dowst, director of
the Writing Center, admitted that
the survey was not very accurate
and did not prove anything, but he
called it "very encouraging."
One student wrote that he would
return "because the tutor seemed
very concerned with my individual
paper and not just in the generali-
ties concerning sentence struc-
ture, direction of statements, etc."
Zimmerman commented that
"most of them seem to think it
helped them in the long-term." He
continued to say that "they feel
comfortable here because it's other
students, not disciplinarian profes-
sors. We only give suggestions,
and no one is forced to use sugges-
tions."
Another tutor, Libby May, '87,
said "people look at the center as
something only stupid people go
to. But I had an IDP student who
wanted to discuss some ideas in
the paper. I think he got a lot out
of it."
"Even if we can get only one
thesis sentence out of 45 min-
utes," continued Libby, "it would
be a good start."
Elise Boelhouwer, '87, has taken
papers to the Writing Center both
before writing and later for revi-
sions. "I found the students there
to be really helpful," she said.
Dowst described the philosophy
of the center as the idea of "writ-
ing as an activity of making sense
of things through language and
connecting things in new and use-
ful ways through language."
Dowst holds a BA from Bucknell
University and an MA and Ph.D
from the University of Pittsburgh.
He served as Asst. Professor of
English at the University of Iowa
for seven years and joined the
Trinity faculty this fall.
Assistant to the Director,
Tammy Banks-Spooner, calls the
writing center "a place writers can
go to to have someone listen to
their ideas and help them work out
the best way of saying what they
want to."
According to Dowst, the center
"wants to introduce more class-
room courses and sections in writ-
ing; I will bv working closely -with
instructors to share my expertise
with them in teaching writing."
The Writing Center directors are
also responsible for the English
Composition courses offered by the
English Department. Dowst is also
currently working on writing pro-
ficiency tests, to be mandated by a
faculty vote, that will eventually
be taken both by incoming fresh-
man and current students.
There have been about 300 con-
ferences this year between stu-
dents and tutors. Each student has
a file which records his or her con-
ferences. Zimmerman feels that
the records "are a step in the right
direction."
The, Writing Center is open
weekdays from 9:00 to 4'M and on
Tuesday and Wednesday nights
from 6:30 to 9:00 in seminar room
#4 of the library.
Writers turn to center Survey
finds center is a success Students
use center for success Writing cen-
ter helps all kinds
Belaga To Speak Tonight
Julie D. Belaga, who ran unsuc-
cessfully for governor of Connect-
icut in 19S6, will speak in Boyer
auditorium of thje Albert C. Ja-
cobs Life Sciences Center at Trin-
ity College tonight Jan. 27, at 8
p.m. She will lecture on her effort
to establish a direct primary.
The program is open to the pub-
lic free of charge. It is sponsored
by the Phi Kappa educational foun-
dation of the Alpha Delta Phi fra-
ternity at Trinity.
While visiting Trinity, Belaga
will meet with fraternity members
and faculty.
The 57-year-old Republican from
Westport has been selected to be
a fellow at the Institute of Politics
at the Kennedy School of Govern-
ment at Harvard University. Dur-
ing the spring semester at
Harvard, she will teach a course
on environmental issues, with an
emphasis on public policy. She in-
tends to stay involved in Connect-
icut's debate on public policy and
plans to audit couses at the Ken-
nedy School and at the Harvard
Business School.
Belaga earned her bachelor's de-
gree in education from Syracuse
University and taught elementary
school in Quincy, Mass. During 10
years as a state representative
from Westport, she served six
years as assistant minority leader
and two as deputy majority leader.
She declined the stipend offered
to her by Alpha Delta Phi, so the
fraternity has made a $500 contri-
bution in her name to the commu-
nity Child Center, located on the
Trinity campus.
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WRTC,89.3FM
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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Julie D. Belaga
1986 Republican Gubernatorial Canidate
Recipient 1987 Fellowship at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government
will speak in Boyer Auditorium (LSC)
on Tuesday, January 27
at 8:00 P.M.
Sponsored by the Phi Kappa Educational Foundation
of the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity
Free Admission
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EARN YOUR CREDITS
ABROAD,
The College Consortium for International Studies,
COS, is composed of 170 American Universities
and Colleges. The CCIS offers 16 semester and
year long study abroad programs.
Accredited Programs » Affordable Programs
Financial Aid Available
« England
« Israel
• Ireland
• Germany
• Spain
. Italy
a Denmark
• Egypt
FALL SEMESTER «
IN DUBLIN
St. Patrick's College <
Maynooth <
12-15 Credits <
Summer Programs
At Trinity College
Dublin <
> Switzerland
> Mexico
> Canada
> France
i Greece
> Sweden
» Portugal
> Colombia
1985 • 86 Over 2100 U.S. Students Registered for CCIS Programs
Xi h
Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243
College Consortium For International Studies
BLTOM COUNTY
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Help The Trinity Auction
With Your Services. Be A..,
Students! The Trinity Student
Auction needs you! Items will be
auctioned off to you or the high-
est bidder on March 10. Now is
the time to donate your services
to the auction for bidding. We
know that the first student auc-
tion at Trinity will be fun for all
of us, and a very successful fund
raiser for student financial aid,
which is essential for increasing
diversity in our student diversity
in our student body. Please help
us to make the student auction at
Trinity a success. Contact Hugh
Morgan or Roger Esnard — Auc-
tion Gift Committee.
Chef Chauffeur Bartender
/ •
Disc Jockey Typist
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WRITES OF PASSAGE
by Ann Reed Coleman
You think you're safe when
you've made it home for Christmas
break. No more tests, no more
SAGA, no nothing for three weeks
of bliss. Wrong. You always forget
about them, and every December
they raise their hideous heads to
torment you. I'm talking about the
dreaded NEIGHBORHOOD
CHRISTMAS PARTIES. You
know, those awful get-togethers
that force your parents to force
you to dress up and act as if you're
having the time of your life with
people you hardly know.
These parties are usually given
by the same neighbor every year,
and consequently the same guests
show up. However, everyone
knows your parents only on the
vaguest of terms, and remembers
you when you were just this high.
As a result, your cheeks are
pinched and you hear, "My, how
you've grown up!" a lot.
The conversations at parties like
this are equally meaningless. As a
veteran of these gatherings, I have
been able to decipher the true
meanings of the conversations that
thrive there. Picture yourself in
the corner of the living room in a
neighbor's house or apartment.
You are trying to maintain a low
profile when Mrs. Balderdash spies
you and makes her way over to
where you are now crouching.
"Hello there! I haven't seen you
in a while. Where have you been
his translates to:"I recognrae
the face, but the name escapes
me."
"Oh, I've been away at college,
keeping busy," you say, when you
really mean: "I recognize the
face, but the name escapes me."
"Well, what year are you now?"
is a dead giveaway for:"I really
have no idea who you are, so I'm
trying to make it look like I'm
interested."
"What's your major?" is just as
rhetorical as "How are you?" Peo-
ple aren't actually dying to know
what you're studying. They seem
to think that if college students
aren't asked what they're major-
ing in, they'll have a tantrum.
After the basics are over, you
usually get inta somewhat more
personalized phase of the conver-
sation. The subject ranges from
summer activities to how happy
you must be to be back home with
your family. And then, if you're a
senior, there's the looming ques-
tion: WHAT ARE YOU GOING
TO DO WITH YOUR LIFE? I used
to answer this question as honestly
as I could, but realized that the
people listening to me always said
the same thing: "Oh, that sounds
nice. Good luck, dear." In other
words, I'll be lucky to make it. Fed
up with these bland interactions, I
began to give answers like these:
"Well, I've decided to sell every-
thing I own and devote my life to
following the Grateful Dead wher-
ever they go."
"I'm planning on moving to
Alaska to study the bacteria fami-
lies that exist on rare forms of tun-
dra."
"I've received a one million dol-
lar government grant to pursue my
research in what it's like to be a
college graduate without a job."
Gotta love those Christmas par-
ties.
Wooty Shersly
and friend
Reprinted with permission from Town and Country.
Earl and Elma at the
Senior Snow Bail
discussing their nutty
freshmen Cave Parties,
The 4th Annual MNC
Chad and Monica
looking very relaxed.
Quipped one camper,
"I made that party."
Just an Innocent Party?
by William Mosblech
Special to tiu: Tripod
The story I'm about to relate has
troubled me for some time. Being
naturally inclined toward self-re-
crimination, I've been unable to
entirely forgive myself though I've
never been sure of what I did
wrong.
In the waning days of my senior
year of high school, Kelly and I had
dated a few times. It never came
close to being a bona fide "rela-
tionship" by even the loosest
meaning of the word. We had little
to nothing in common and dated
out of boredom more than any-
thing else. We stopped going out
after a few weeks and never dis-
cussed it again. I figured it hadn't
worked, both of us knew it; and
there was no point in beating a
proverbial dead horse. Case closed.
Now let's turn the clock ahead
one year, give or take a nionth.
It was the summer after my
freshman year at college. I wanted
to play tennis and couldn't find an-
ybody to play with. As a last resort
I called Kelly, knowing that she
played occasionally. Afterwards,
she suggested that we go out
again. I didn't see any harm and
said sure.
The date was a drag. We talked
some about college and I soon
found that she was one of those
people who think one year of col-
lege changes them drastically. She
was a different woman, she told
me. She was now mature and con-
sequently saw nothing wrong with
recreational sex. Granted she put
it more obliquely, but the message
was clear.
As I approached her house, she
commented wryly that she had no
curfew.
"Why don't we go parking," she
said, giving me a knowing smile.
"Why the hell not," I answered
rhetorically. No, I wasn't particu-
larly crazy about the girl, but I
didn't see anything wrong with
some innocent parking between
two mature veterans of one year
of college.
I proceeded to a dirt road that
meandered into the woods. I
parked the car and put the radio
on to some classical music station.
I was wishing I had some of those
cheesy mood lights and thinking
what a smooth bastard I was. I
leaned over to kiss her.
"Ouch!" I screamed as the stick
shift jammed into my crotch. She
laughed, I laughed and we tried
the kissing routine again. But of
course, I should have known she'd
be one of those girls who opens her
mouth wide enough for you to cram
your entire head inside. I tried to
get her to dose her mouth a couple
of inches, but only got a sloppy
tongue up rny nose for my trouble.
We continued in this manner, as if
we were battling over the last stick
of chewing gum, for a few disa-
greeable minutes. Then I mado a
crucial tactical error.
I touched her sweater.
"Hey!" she cried indignantly.
"What are you doing?"
I thought it was obvious what I
was doing so I didn't answer.
"What did you think was going
to happen tonight?" she asked,
waving an accusing finger under
my nose. "You're trying to use me,
iren't you?"
I gave my best "I've been un-
justly accused" look and remained
-silent. She furrowed her brow and
!?yed me suspiciously. "Well?" she
asked.
1 was about to explain that in a
general sense all human interac-
tion is based on the principle of
utilitarianism, but thought better
of it. "What do you mean 'use'?" I
asked, falling back on semantics.
A lengthy discussion followed in
which she basically confessed that
she had been in love with me in
high school. Naturally I was flat-
tered, but felt that she had misrep-
resented things by implying that
she was just interested in casual
sex. I apologized without much
conviction. I drove her home in a
silence fraught with tension. I
dropped her off and we exchanged
a curt goodnight. No kisses this
time though.
Driving home, I considered what
had happened. Was I a cad? In her
mind I was just another man who
wanted to get inside her loins. And
I suppose in a sense I was. But I
hadn't forced her to go parking,
nor had I tried to snow her when
she became indignant. Had I
known that she was in love with
me — whatever that means — I
certainly would not have given her
any straws to grasp for.
So there you have it: my confes-
sion. I'll let you judge whether this
story serves as testimony to men's
inherent depravity or whether it
allows for a more lenient interpre-
tation.
9
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TRINITY STUDENTS STUDYING ABROAD
1986-1987
flaas> Koae Address
5 riff sobers"* Anne C 88
2309 Ridaeway Road
Uiliinstoni DE 19305
H33berai Wendy T 88
34 Pleasant Street
Bass Riven MA 02664
Haruood* Leslie M 88
67 Grandview Avenue
Pleasantville* NY 10570
Horitnam P. Kit 88
Chapel Street
Poothbas* ME 04537
Karetnick* Betsy A 88
5 Hayhew Drive
LivinSston* NJ 07039
Katt* Peter H 88
P 0 Box 281
Ressenburs* NY 11960
Kehrli* Elizabeth N 88
28 Ervin Drive
Wjppinsers Falls* NY 12590
Kinney* Allison H 88
Box 351 .
,
::eddin3» CT 06876
Kriebel* Jeffrey A 88
439 Stover Rosd
Hsrleysville. PA 19438
Leaons* David U 88
* fi29 Haverhill Rosd
Uilimatom DE 19803
Lloyd* Eleanor M 88
8300 NavaJo Street
Philadelphia* PA 19118
Msbrai Susan H 88
3459 Shakespeare Lane
Toledo* OH 43615
Msnsfieldr Brock L 88
3004 Webster Pt. Rd. N.E.
Seattle* WA 98105
Maraesson* Jane H 88
Ridslea Manor Box 245
Stone RidSe* NY 12484
Maroon* Anne H 88
2725 P Street N,W,
Washington* DC 20007
Martin* Laura J 88
34 Dogwood Drive
She1 ton* CT 06484
Marton* Sherri L 88
197 Pershins Road
Enslewood Cliffs* NJ 07632
Proarai* Its Address
UEA/EAS
Ensl.I Aier.Studies
Norwich NR4 7TJ
Norfolk* ENGLAND
Beaver CCEA/Aberdeen
SCOTLAND
(not t aailina address)
Beaver CCEA/Edinbursh
SCOTLAND
(not a aailina address)
Beaver CCEA/UEA/EAS
Ens*. I Auer.Studies
Norwich NR4 7TJ
Norfolk) ENGLAND
SESGL
11 York Terrace East
London NW1 4PT
ENGLAND
Beaver CCEA/INSTEP/Cbrdse
Uarkworth House
Karkworth Terr.iCaabndse
CB1 1EE) ENGLAND
Beaver CCEA/Aberdeen
SCOTLAND
(not a Bailing address)
Beaver CCEA/KinS's
c/o Shield House
26 Eserton Gardens
London SW2 3PP> ENGLAND
DicKmson in Balosna
Ctr.European Studies
vi3 Marsala 2
Bologna 40126* italy
IES/London/Social Sci.
17 Blooisburv Sauare
London «C1
ENGLAND
Syracuse in Florence
Piazza Savoranala 15
1-50132 Florence
ITALY
IES/Vienna
Palais Corbelli
Johannessasse 7
A1010 Vienna* AUSTRIA
BESGL
11 York Terrace East
Resent's Park
London NN1 4PT* ENGLAND
IES/Hantes
7* rue de Cadeniers
44000 Nantes
FRANCE
Beaver CCEA/Uestfield
Kiddepore Avenue
Haastead* London
ENGLAND
Beaver CCEA/KinS's
51-53 Cartwrisht Gdn
London WC1
ENGLAND
Beaver CCEA/Huwnities
c/o Shield House
26 Eaerton Gardens
London SH2 3BP* ENGLAND ,.
fisse) Home Address
HcDenott* Kiaberly K 88
Lane. CT 06371
Mello* Jill A 88
110 Dean Street
Taunton* MA 02730
Mercer* Diana C 88
;8 Rouayton Woods Dr
Norwalk* CT 06854
Hichos* Alexandra D 88
330 Mountain Hose Road
Woodside* CA 94062
Monnes* Maria C 88
Old Colony Lane
Croiwell* CT 06416
Morris* Peter L 88
i Union Street
Narblehesd* MA 01945
Murrayi David T 88
10 Prospect Street
North Billerica* HA 01862
Neill* Georse T 88
 ;
1430 • Sixth' Street
New Orleans* LA 70115
Newbern* Kathryn L 88
26 Hickory Lane
North Readins*'HA 01864
Niaroi Lisa J 88
27 Folasbee Drive
Menands* NY 12204
O'Gara* Julianne 88
514 E Lancaster Ave AptC8
Uvnr.ewood* PA 19096
Psrh Knstma J 88
612-32 Banpo-don3 Kanana»-ku* Seoul
KOREA*
Pedersen* Halter T 88.
17 Continental Drive
Ridsefield* CT 06877
::ebovich* A«y J 38
185 Lake Avenue
Metucheni NJ 08840
Reed) Sarah 8 88
21 La»phrey Lane* Lee
Durham NH 03824
• Robbins* E. H Jr, 88
USAID/LISBON Aaency.' Internatl Develop
Washinston* DC 20523
Prosrai) Its Address
Syracuse in Florence
Piazza Savonarola 15
1-50132 Florence
ITALY
lES/Durhaa
University of Durhas
Old Shire Hair
Durban DH1 3HP* ENGLAND
IES/London/Huaanities
17 BlooBsbury Sauare
London HC1
ENGLAND
St,Hilda's ColleSe/Oxforo
ENGLAND
(not a aailins address)
CEUCA
Apartado Aereo 16060
BoSota* D.E.
COLOHBIA
IES/Paris
77 rue Daauerre
75014 Paris
FRANCE
Beaver CCEA/London Poly
c/o Shield House
26 Eaerton Gardens
London SH2 3BP* ENGLAND
Beaver CCEA/UEA/EAS
Ensl.S Aaer,Studies
Norwich NR4 7TJ
Norfolk* ENGLAND
Univ. of Bath
ZMsiKinss»ill-Brown
Bath-BA2 7AY
Avon* ENGLAND
Syracuse in Florence
Piazza Savonarola 15
1-50132 Florence
ITALY
Monash University
AUSTRALIA
(not a nailins address)
Sacred Heart Woten's Univ
Hirou 4-choie 3-1
Shibuya-ko* Tokyo 150
JAPAN
Beaver CCEA/Aberdeen
SCOTLAND
(not a sailina address)
Beaver CCEA/INSTEP/Cbrdse
Warkworth House
Markuorth Terr.,Ca»bndae
CB1 1EE. ENGLAND
Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
11 Palace Court
London W2
ENGUND
Beaver CCEA/Kma's
26 Eaerton Gardens
London SW3 2DS
ENGLAND
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TRINITY STUDENTS STUDYING ABROAD
1986-1987
rlsae? Hose Address
Ailsrd* Michelle L 38
3 Olde Vi11336 Drive
Winchester * MA 01890
Andrews* Constantine G 88
64 Cindlewyck Drive
Newinaton* CT 06111
Anthony* Laura D 88
Box 885 211 Dunbar
Pali Beach* Fl 33480
Barry* Nancy £ 88
28 Appleton Street
Ustertown* HA 02172
Baskies* Jeffrey A 88
7 Yale Street
Peabody* HA 0196O
Bentley* Christopher U 88
8 Stratford Road
Winchester* HA 01890
Bici* Andrea H 88
107 Lee Road
Garden City* NY 11530
BleJuas* Carol A 89
'23 Avalon Rosd
West Hartford* CT 06119
Blonsku Thoaas E 88
93 Glenuood Drive
Uethersfield* CT 06109
Boyle* Christopher F 87
17 Bennetts Bridae Rd
Sandy Hook* CT 06482
Bursio. Reaina 88
? Beth Court
New Britain* CT 06053
C=rrol!r Bradford U Jr. 88
12 Barbara Avenue
Auburn* MA 01501
Carver* Rebecca L 88
17 LsnwQod Avenue Toronto*
CANADA Ontario H4V-1K3
Ch3rron. Paaela J 88
76 East Hoosac Street
Adaas. .1A 01220
Chsse. Christina 88
34 Glen Avon Drive
Riverside. CT 06878
Clark. Tiaothy A 88
East Lake Road
Tuxeoo P3rk> NY 10987
Clones* Christopher R 88
Hishfield Far* Hudse Pond Road
Staron. CT 06069
Prosrsa* Its Address
IES/Vienna
Pslais Corbelli
Johannessasse 7
A1010 Vienna* AUSTRIA
Beaver CCEA/Exeter/Oxford
Oxford
0X2 6LD
ENGLAND
IES/Paris
77* rue Dasuerre
75014 Paris
FRANCE
lES/Vienna
Palais Corbelli
Johannesdasse 7
A1010 Vienna* AUSTRIA
Beaver CCEA/Exeter/Qxford
Oxford
ENGLAND
IES/London/Huaanities
17 Blooasburv Souare
London HC1
ENGLAND
IES/Paris
77 rue DaSuerre
75014 Paris
FRANCE
Univ. of Toronto
CANADA
(not a MilinS address)
UEA/EAS
Enal.l Aaer.Studies
University Plain* Norwich
Norfolk NR4 7TJ* ENGLAND
Univ. of Wisconsin/Thail.
THAILAND
(not 3 oailins address)
UConn in Florence
via Tripoli 37
50100 Florence
ITALY
Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
11 Palace Court
London S2
ENGLAND
Sarah Lawrence/Oxford
ENGLAND
(not a Bailing address)
Beaver CCEA/Aberdeen
Johnson House
Croabie-Johnson Hall
Aberdeen AB9 2TT.SC0TLANE
Syracuse in Florence
Piazza Savonarola 15
1-50132 Florence
ITALY
Ohio St./Pushkin/Moscow
U.S.S.R.
(not a aailina address)
IAU/Avianon
5* rue Fisuere
Avianon 84000
FRANCE
HD»5I H:ae Acaress
C;le- f'nscilla K 88
402 tfestherstone Drive
Paolir PA 19301
Curtis* Charles D II 88
4201 Shady Oak Drive
Coltenahi TN 37363
!>av:s» rtark ? 38
245 dill Road
Staten Islino* NY 10306
De?n Susannah T 38
662? foment Circle
Indianspolis* IN 46220
Derecho* Jocelvn P 88
1 C3rneaie Court
Siddletown* NJ 07748
DesHsrais* Robert E 88
72 Chadwick Road
Bradford* HA 01830
Diaz* Yolanda I 88
22-03 Whitestone Parkway
Whitestone* NY 11357
Diforio* Richard J III 88
35 Canoe Hill
New Canaan* CT 06840
Driscoll* Haraaret H 88
Hoore Road
Westerly* RI 02891
Dunn. Csren A 88
22 Hain Street
Hattapoisett* HA 02739
DunninSV Willias S 88
4413 Chalfont Place
E'ethesda* HD 20816
Folta* Any L 381
 W *• V W * * 'NV nt *•# W *#
20 Hickory Street
Holaoke* HA 01040
Free»an» Eric S 88
<?05 Uesttoun Road
West Chester* PA 19330
Gslvin* Elizdbeth A 88
'l° Rocklsnd Piece
Newton. rtA 02164
Georae* Laura E 88
7 Revere Road
Sudbury* HA 01776
Gorhas* Sidney S IV 88
"One Acre1 Shepard Avenue
Newport* RI 02840
Proaras* Its Address
Beaver CCEA/London/Interr
c/o Shield House
26. Esertoa Gardens
London S«2 3BP> ENGLAND
Aaer.Univ.in KinSston
JAMAICA
(not a sailing address)
IAU/Avisnon
5. rue Fiauere
Avisnon 84000
FRANCE
Beaver CCEA/Univ. College
c/o Shield House
26* Eaerton Gardens
London SU2 3BP. ENGLAND
IES/Sinsapore
Nat'l.Univ.Sinaapore
Lower Kent Ridae Road
0511 SINGAPORE
ICCS/Roae
via ALsardi* 19
00152 Roie
ITALY
PRESHCO/Cordoba
Univer. de Cordoba
Plza. Cardinal Salszar 3
14004 Cordoba* SPAIN
IES/Durhaa
University ot Durhaa
Old Shire Hall
Durhaa DH1 3W* ENGLAND
IES/Vienna
Palais Corbelli
Johannesaasse 7
A1010 Vienna* AUSTRIA
Beaver CCEA/UEA/EAS
Enal.l Aoer, Studies
University Plain« Norwich
Norfolk NR4 7TJ» ENGLAND
leaver CCEA/INSTEP
11 Palace Court
London U2
ENGLAND
IES/Freibura/EEC
•• ••* V • • f •» 4 mr \v f **# mt 4*. mF
Erbprinzenstrasse 12
78 Freibora is Breisaau
WEST GERHANY
NYU/Hadrid
Inst. International
Hisuel Ansel 3* 3rd Floor
Madrid 28010. SPAIN
Beaver CCEA/Galway
IRELAND
(not 3 aailina address)
PRESHCO/Cordoba
Ciudad Universitarie
Avenida Reyes Catolicos 4
2S040 Madrid* SPAIN
CIEE/NanJina
CHINA
(not a aailina address)
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More Sports
I Was Wondering...
CHALK TALK
by Steve Brauer
What we have here are just random thoughts on sports in genera]. So
please try to stay with me as I explore a few things which I have been
chewing over.
Some people lately have been raising their voices in protest over the
growing extent of violence in professional sports. It seems the past foot-
ball season was one of the most devastating accounts of injuries that
mankind has ever witnessed. Well maybe not that bad, but it was a tough
year. But first of all the teams themselves are the ones complaining, and
the main reason for the fuss is because they were understaffed and they
didn't have enough players. But the stupid thing is that they were the
ones who voted to reduce the roster from 49 to 45 players. So they lost 4
players, and when more players started falling they got concerned. They
were not thinking ahead when they tried to save themselves some money
in salary by cutting contracts.
I'm not going to raise the issue that football is a violent game and you
have to expect alot of injuries. The reason that things keep getting worse
is that the players continue to get bigger and faster. The weightlifting
and the training craze is creating athletes which are going to kill each
other. I read something where some team doctor complained that the
limits of the field are becoming too small for the players. The impact of
the hits they give one another is simply too much. He proposed that if the
speed and strength of the players increase any more, some fatal injuries
will occur because the human body can only take so much before it breaks
and we are at the edge now.
And don't start in on me about violence in hockey because that is a sport
where I feel that it's part of the game. Hockey is a great sport. It's a very
fast game with not too many lags in the action and it seems to be a
challenge to the players, which makes it interesting to the fan. But the
fights bring the fans out in the first place. I must admit that a main reason
I watch hockey is to see a good brawl. The other night Dave Semenko of
the Whalers clocked some guy - it was one of the better punches I've seen.
And I may be sadistic or whatever, but that's how I feel. I guess it's the
primitive side of me.
Well enough of that. Why aren't there any big name players in college
basketball this year? There don't seem to as many first rate players who
draw you to the tv as there were in past years. I don't know, maybe as
the season continues someone will pop up. Right now I have to sit and
watch the coaches. It's not great. And my prediction for the team to
watch is Indiana, It may not be a big surprise but I think that it's their
time. And as I've been telling my friends, watch Providence - they are
great to watch, have a great coach in Rick Pitino and will make some
waves as the year goes on.
Vinny Testaverde should not be paid $8 million. He has the tools but
there is something about him I don't like. I wasn't too impressed with him
when he faced Joe Paterno and Penn St. With tight coverage and a few
extra men in the secondary, combined with Paterno's genius, he was
baffled. He panicked. And in that last play, when he couldn't find anyone
open, he seemed like he didn't know what to do. So he just threw it in a
general area, never mind that the State linebackers were sitting there. It
was an easy interception. $8 million? He better start studying defenses
before he starts studying the new tax laws looking for loopholes for
millionaires.
And what is up with Brian Bosworth? The Boz is a character and we all
love to listen to him talk, but his mouth is getting him in alot of trouble.
However, he is one tough football player. He deserves to play on the
Raiders. He would fit in perfectly out there in California. And so would
Jim McMahon. He would be happy there where he could anything he
wanted and the Raiders sure do need a Quarterback. Al Davis, would
simply say,"Just win.Baby!" Jim would love that freedom Plus he seems
to be pretty good at winning.
Well that is the extent of my thoughts at this point. Thanks for sticking
with me.
\r
photo by Meryl Levin
Women's Squash are now 2-1 with two big matches this week.
Squash Has Rough Week
by Bruce Hauptfuhrer
Tripod Staff Writer
After losses to the University of
Pennsylvania, Yale, and Dart-
mouth within the past week, the
men's squash team's record stands
at 6-5.
It has been a week of frustration
and disappointment for Coach
Sasha Cooke's young and rela-
tively inexperienced team. On Jan-
uary 16 Trinity faced the third
ranked Quakers in what would
have been a very close match had
Trinity been at full strength. The
team however, was not at full
strength, missing both their #4 and
#5 players. Freshman sensation
Mark Lewis, who had been playing
a strong #4 for the team before
Christmas, went on a sabbatical for
the spring semester.
Additionally, the team was with-
out the services of the tenacious
Eric Scheyer, who was on a good-
will mission in the Soviet Union.
These two absences enabled the
Quakers to defeat Trin by a 9-0
score.
The match against #4 ranked
Yale on Wednesday night proved
to be slightly closer. Chris Smith,
playing some of his most inspired
squash of the season bested Yale's
#2, and Indian National Champion,
Cyrus Mehta 3-1. Other close
matches were turned in at the #1
and #9 positions. Two of the 3
games that Ail-American Tom
Clayton from Yale won in defeat-
ing Junior Bruce Hauptfuhrer
were by 18-17 and 17-16 scores.
Freshman David Confair, who has
improved greatly since the start of
the season, also narrowly lost to
his opponent in a thrilling match.
The most dissappointing loss
however, came on Friday against
Dartmouth, who had not beaten
Trin in over six years. Strong per-
formances were turned in by Smith
at #2, Bobby Hopkins at #3, Eric
Scheyer at #4, and "Jimmy" Tom-
linsan at #8.
The surpise of the match oc-
cured at the #1 position where
Hauptfuhrer lost to long-time
sparring partner Alex Culhberg by
a 3-1 score. As a result of this dev-
astating upset Dartmouth walked
away with a 5-4 win.
Coach Cooke_ and his team will
be looking to rebound from the
tough losses this past week as they
take to the road and play Army on
Tuesday and compete in a team
tournament at Wesleyan during
the weekend. Trinity will be bols-
tered by the performance of a
healthy Bill Monaghan also, who
was hampered during the past
week with a pinched nerve in his
neck.
Women
Return
by Nat Perkins
Tripod Staff Writer
Coming back after Christmas
break, the Women's squash team
was bound and determined to av-
enge their 7-2 loss against the Har-
vard Crimson in December. Trinity
had many close matches against
Harvard and two excellent wins at
numbers four and five. Nan Camp-
bell and Nat Perkins came out with
the victory 3-2.
The Lady Bants will face Har-
vard once more in the Howe Cup
team competition in an effort to
give Harvard a run for their
money. The team is excited about
playing the challenge of Harvard
at the Howe Cup. "We've been
practicing really hard and are ex-
cited about going to the Howe Cup
because we are confident that all
are hard work will pay off. We
want all you Trin fans to come
down and support us because this
is The Year," commented Sophie
Porter, co-Captain and #1 player
for Trinity.
The Howe Cup will take place at
Yale over the weekend of Feb. 6-
8. All the Division one schools will
be playing each other vying for the
top national ranking, including
such teams as Yale, Princeton,
Dartmouth, and Brown. Coach
Wendy Bartlett is tournament di-
rector this year with Robin Wentz
'87 and Emily Miller '89 as her
assistants. -
With a three week vacation the
Lady Bants came back full of vigor.
The intense double sessions
brought everyone back into great
shape. The addition of Julie CaJr -
houn and Kathy Conway, both
away last semester, and Laura Von
Seldeneck, who was out with an
injury, will add depth to the team.
All the hard work of double ses-
sions paid off because the team
crushed the University of Pennsyl-
vania 12-0 a week ago Saturday.
The Bants lost only four games out
of thirty-seven. The win was espe-
cially rewarding because it was
such a long trek down and back -
14 hours cumulatively.
Coach Bartlett emphasized a
high energy level for the team.
"I've been really happy about how
everyone quickly got back into
shape after Christmas. Now the
most important thing is to keep
this momentum going."
Trinity's next challenge took
place last Saturday against Tufts,
but more on that next week.
Go
Underground
Tuesday, Jan 27
8:00 p.m. - Midnight
Entertainment by
Geoff Greene
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Hoopsters Suffering From Injuries
by Gabe Harris
Tripod Staff Writer
Even the sturdiest of ships can
withstand only so much damage.
The men's basketball team passed
their threshold Saturday night,
dropping a 73-58 decision to Tufts.
Reduced to using only seven play-
ers, Coach Stan Ogrodnik and his
team simply could not keep up with
the quicker, better rested Jumbos
for 40 minutes.
"We're not so deep that we can
just keep losing people,"said
Ogrodnik. "I would have liked to
get people more rest. You saw how
tired we were at the end."
Ogrodnik's latest personnel
problem is Don Green. The sopho-
more forward sprained his ankle
against Wesleyan last Tuesday,
and was forced to watch from the
bench. He often draws the oppos-
ing team's best player on defense,
and his presence in the Tufts game
.was certainly missed.
The Bantams started out strong,
taking a 12-4 lead on the basis of
three Tom Fitzgerald baskets and
seven Jumbo turnovers in the first
six minutes. But Tufts fought back,
making the most of nine first-half
Bantam turnovers and the outside
shooting of sub Larry Jacobson.
The junior bomber dropped two
three pointers and netted 13 in
the first-half to help the Jumbos to
a 37-34 advantage at halftime.
Tufts scored eight of the first
eleven points in the second half,
building up a lead that would prove
mtobte Trinity twice
pulled to within four, the last time
with 6:58 remaining at 57-53. But
Tufts answered with 4-0 and8-0
spurts to repel the Bants each
time. For Tufts it was just a mat-
ter of running out the clock, which
they did effectively.
Fitzgerald led all scorers with 20
points on 10-20 shooting and Ted
Lyon chipped in 17.Darrell Brun-
son led four Tufts players in dou-
ble figures with 19.
A week ago, the Bantams played
Wesleyan for the second time in
four days. And for the second time
the home team lost a big second-
half lead. But Trinity managed to
hold on for a 58-55 overtime win,
their sixth in a row.
This time it was Trinity's turn to
hold onto a big second-half lead.
Scoring the last six points of the
first half, the Bants led 35-25 at
the intermission. Green led the
way with 9 points, 6 rebounds, and
solid defense which helped hold the
Cardinals to 33% shooting.
Green didn't score in the second
half, though, due to his sprained
ankle. And when the Cards surged
to taake the lead at 50-48 with 6:02
remaining, it looked as though the
visiting team would again pull off
the comeback.
Fortunately, the Bantams have
Mike Donovan. The senior point
guard took control of the game,
scoring eight straight points for
Trinity and making several crucial
plays to seal the victory.
A Donovan three pointer, a Chris
Stiepock layup and a foulshot by
Donovan tied things at 52 with
1:22 left in regulation. The Bants
had a chance to win at the buzzer,
but Lyon's 17-footer bounced off.
Donovan then hit two jumpers to
start the overtime, and these
would prove to be all the points
•neccessary.
Three foul shots pulled Wes-
leyan to within one at 1:47, and
after Glenn Kurtz and Mike Stubbs
fouled out, Ogrodnik was in a pinch
for a big man. He went to seldom
used junior Tony Aloi, who played
good defense on Chris Roellke,
Wesleyan's top shooter.
Donovan stripped Robert James
with 50 seconds left, but the Cards
stole it back 20 seconds later. They
eventually got it to Chris Stiepock,
but his jumper missed. The 6'6"
James grabbed the carom, but
Donovan tied him up, and the ar-
row was pointing the Bantams way
with six seconds left,
Donovan was mugged on the in-
bounds play, but there was no call.
Fitzgerald alertly tapped the ball
off a Wesleyan player as he dove
out of bounds. A Lyon follow of
Donovan's missed foul shot after
the next inbounds sealed it at
58-55.
"We made the key plays, the
guts plays," said Ogrodnik.
"That's the mark of a team that's
going to get better."
The Bantams are getting better,
But its alot easier to withstand the
barrage when all the crew is on the
deck.
Listen on
WRTC,89.3FM
Photo by Meryl Levin
The wrestling team lost in their first matchup of the year to M.I.T.
Lady Netters Crushed
Continued from Page 20
they were still no match for the
formidable Clark team. When
asked about expectations entering
the second half, Coach Karen Er-
landson said,"I wasn't expecting a
miracle, but I was expecting im-
proved intensity and aggressive-
ness and I got it. We played alot
better."
Captain and floor general Sara
Mayo prodded the defense on with
her stinginess and desire, but was
unable to put the ball in the basket,
shooting 1-10 for the game. At the
11 minute mark, the score stood at
60-27. Trinity seemed visibly en-
thused, not because they were cut-
ting the margin, but because they
were not falling behind by more.
At the 4:20 mark, with the score
73-37, Brlandson decided to give
her bench some much needed time.
"The kids who usually don't play
did nobly. They played very tough
defense." Katherine Wills played
especially well for the Bants, can-
ning 4 points in a limited amouna-
mount of time.the final buzzer
mercifully sounded, Clark was a
winner 79-41.
Marina Giolas' 18 points led
Clark, while McGuire finished with
15 points and 13 rebounds. Le-
Brun, scoreless in the second half,
finished with 10 points. Karen
Farquhar finished with 8 points, as
did Kathy Ennis. For the night,
Trinity shot a shoddy 32% from
the floor, while the oppop.pn.ts
smoldered at 50%. Next on the
schedule will be Wellesley and
Western Connecticut, both on the
road.
The College View Cafe Sports Scoreboard
THIS WEEK:
TODAY:
Men's Squash at West Point, 4
Men's Basketball at W.P.I, 8
WEDNESDAY:
Fencing at Brandeis, 7
Wrestling vs. W. New England, 7
Women's Basketball at Western Conn., 7
Women's Squash vs. Yale, 7:30
THURSDAY:
Men's Hockey vs. Bently, 7:35
Men's Basketball vs. Mount St. Mary, 8
FRIDAY:
Men's Squash at Wesleyan (Round Robin)
SATURDAY:
Wrestling vs. Williams & Plymouth State, 1
Men's Swimming vs. Fairfield, 1
Women's Swimming vs. Fairfiefd, 1
Women's Squash at Smith, 2
Men's Squash at Wesleyan (Round Robin)
Women's Basketball vs. Conn. College, 6
Men's Basketball vs. Conn. College, 8
Men's Hockey at Fairfield, 8
MONDAY:
Men's Hockey vs. Nichols, 7:35
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The College View Athlete of the. Week is Art PitzGerald. The senior
goalie from Worcester, Ma. has continued his outstanding play now for
four years. Testament to his stinginess in the net is his 1.08 goals against
average, Along with the rest of the Trinity defense, FitzGerald has gar-
nered three shutouts, two of which were back to back, gaining him honors
as the E.C.A.C. Goalie of the Week. Last week against Western New
England he allowed one goal, ironically raising his goals against average
against Division I-S schools, which is obviously lower than one.
RESULTS:
Men's Hockey 8 W. New England 1
Fencing defeated Fairfield
Women's Basketball 41 Clark 79
Women's Basketball 65 Wellesley 75
Men's Basketball 58 Wesleyan 55
OT
Men's Basketball 58 Tufts 73
Wrestling lost to M.IX
Women's Squash 12 Tufts 0
Men's Squash 1 Yale 8
Men's Squash 4 Dartmouth 5
Men's Swimming 41 Weslyan 47
Men's Swimming defeated Brandeis
Women's Swimming lost to Wesleyan
TONIGHT IS $3 PITCHER NIGH I AT THE VIEW
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Hockey Team's Season Has Been Just Unbeatable
by Sean Dougherty
News Editor
The UConn game was cancelled.
The only team in a month that
would have started the game with
a chance to beat the Bants and they
cancelled the game due to bad
weather conditions. At present
there are no plans to reschedule
the game
Last week the Bantams went on
the road to Springfield to play
Western New England. Trin won
the game 8-1, which is somewhat
of a moral victory for Western
New England, because they gave
up 20 goals to the Bantams last
year.
Sophomore Jay Williamson
opened the scoring at 4:06 of the
first period off a pass by team cap-
tain Frank Newark. He was fol-
lowed at 18:00 by Mike Anderson's
third goal of the year, (assists to
Steve Palmer and Mike Murphy)
Nine minutes into the second pe-
riod sophomore Steve Palmer sco-
red, with assists to freshmen Mike
Murphy and Erik Laakso. The as-
sist was Laakso's first point of the
season, and one of three assists on
the night. It was also Laakso's first
game. Coach John Dunham com-
mented "I called him out of the
library and he scored three as-
sists."
Junior center Matt Keatorhad
two breakaways in the third period
which he turned into goals.
Freshman Bill McCartney sco-
red his fifth goal in the third pe-
Tlie Men's hockey team has jumped out to a strong start this season.
riod. - "McCartney has helped us
offensively. He has been playing
with (Reed) Whitmore and (Frank)
Newark. He has the offensive ca-
pabilities to play with seniors. He
has a 'golden touch' around the
net, he could mature into being a
good scorer." said Dunham. Dun-
ham was conspiquously silent
about McCartney's defensive abil-
ities, but obviously felt McCartney
could help the team.
Senior Assistant Captain Peter
Worthing scored in the second and
third periods. Although Worthing
is primarily know for his defensive
ability the senior has been showing
some offense this season. His ten
goals place him up near the top of
the scoring list, and he leads the
team in hat-tricks, (two)
Senior goal tender Art Fitzger-
ald stopped 18 of 19 shots, holding
his goals-against average to
slightly under 2 goals a game. The
Western New England goalie
stopped 56 of 64 Bantam shots.
Upcoming Trinity Hockey Mile-
stones: Senior defenseman Mike
"iolomita is on the verge of setting
Trinity Swimmers Battle Cardinals
by Christine Sanden
Tripod Staff Writer
Both the men's and women's
swim teams had tough meets in
Middletown Wednesday night, fac-
ing tough squads from Wesleyan.
Coach Chet McPhee knew that
both Wesleyan teams were tough,
but felt that if the Bants swam
well, they could overcome the Car-
dinals,
The men's team started off well,
winning the first relay — the Car-
dinals didn't enter a team. How-
ever, the rest of the meet provided
enough competition to more 'than
make up for the rather uneventful
first race.
The Bantams swam a much
stronger first half of the meet with
captain Jim Loughlin winning the
1000 yard freestyle and sophmore
Ridge Cromwell coming from be-
hind to take first place in the 200
yard freestyle. However, the Car-
dinals were very strong toward the
end of the meet, cutting the Ban-
tams lead to one point by the last
event. The 400 yard freestyle relay
was the final event, an event in
which the winning team receives
seven points and the second place
finisher nothing. The men swam.a
strong race, but were over-
powered by the fast Wesleyan
squad. The final score, 47-41 Wes-
leyan.
The Chunks again took to the
water, this time at home facing a
less ominous squad from Brandeis.
Coach McPhee was sent times
from previous Brandeis meets and
based his line-up, as is customary,
on those times. While he wasn't
expecting to blow Brandeis out of
the water, McPhee felt the meet
would not be comparable to the
previous meet at Wesleyan.
In the first event, Brandeis
proved their team was in Hartford
to swim, decisively winning the
first relay. Having initially shaken
the Bantams, Brandeis was unable
to do more damage for the rest of
the meet, as the Chunks took
charge. Trinity's divers, Kirk Brett
and Mike Carney, a transfer from
Tulane, took first and second place,
respectively, in both the required
and optional diving events. Ban-
tams Peter Ostrander and Mike
Williams teamed up for a one-two
win in the 200 yard backstroke,
following Ostrander's second place
finish in the 200 yard freestyle, be-
hind teammate Anthony Contessa.
Other fine performances were
turned in by Kidge. Cromwell in
the 200 yard butterfly and Ben Cil-
ento in the 50 yard freestyle.
Coach McPhee felt the meet was a
good chance to avenge their loss
to Wesleyan. The Bants had swum
well in that meet, but were bruised
by the stronger Cardinal team.
Saturday they proved that Bants
bounce back.
The women's team also had a
disappointing loss to Wesleyan
Wednesday night, but the meet
was not as close as Coach McPhee
would have liked. Although the
Wesleyan women were strong,
McPhee believed the his team
could win. However, the meet was
not to be for the Chicks. Although
many team members swam well,
most of the times were slow and
Wesleyan was able to take advan-
tage of the situation. Also, the
Bantamettes were at a disadvan-
tage swimming at Wesleyan where
there is no diving board. Trinity's
strong diving squad was prohib-
ited from helping the Chick's
cause. However, strong races were
turned in by Chris Misa in the 200
yard butterfly, Chris Sanden and
Lane Pomerleau in the 1000 yard
freestyle and Becky Brainard in
the 50 yard freestyle.
TRINITY
ATHLETES
NEED
YOUR
SUPPORT
Photo by Meryl Levin'
a Bantam record. He needs only 3
penalty minutes to become the
most penalized player in Trinity
Hockey history. Bill Cleary, '75,
holds the record with 165 minutes.
"He's actively going after the re-
cord, he wants to get into the
books," said Dunham.
Senior center Reed Whitmore
only needs 4 more points to break
into the 100 point club, whose
membership is limited to only
seven Trinity graduates. While
Coach Dunham doesn't like to
stress individual play over a solid
team effort he will talk your ear
off about Reed Whitmore. Dun-
ham feels that Whitmore's out-
standing play in his three years at
Trinity may have been oversha-
dowed by other players, such as
Vern Meyer, '86, and Fitzgerald.
"Reed is a complete player, and
some of our other players with
good stats aren't. He can and does
do everything well. He led the
team in the win against Fra-
mingham State. He played the best
hockey I've ever seen him play."
Whitmore's 100 points are im-
pressive enough on their own, but
after hearing his history as a
player they are even more so.
Whitmore is classic example of
hard luck. In high school a knee
injury forced him to miss one sea-
son. A temporary move from An-
chorage to New Zealand lost him
another. His freshman year at
Trinity he broke his wrist and
missed half a season. His sopho-
more year he was forced to leave
Trinity temporarily because his
father was sick. Last year he
missed 8-9 games with mono. His
return last year sparked the Trin-
ity championship run. "He always
gave the puck to Vern (Meyer)",
said Dunham, "and of course Ver-
non wouldn't always give it back."
Whitmore, a star in his own right
as surely as Meyer, never com-
plained. He just kept passing.
Whitmore has been playing in
pain his entire college career, but
he never complains. A true "team"
player, Whitmore seems to b'e'the-
one person on the team Dunham
will call a star.
Both the men and women's swim teams lost to rival Wesleyan last
Wednesday.
Tough Game For Ladles
by Jeff Proulx
Tripod Staff Writer
Last Wednesday evening, the
Lady Bantam hoopsters played
. host to Clark University. The visi-
tors entered the contest ranked #8
nationally, with a 10-2 record,
while Trinity stood at 3-3, winless
at home. History was also on
Clark's side, as the maraudins
(Clark's mascot?) had devastated
last season's Bants by 46 points.
Predictably, the results of this
year's battle were almost as messy,
as the visitors systematically dis-
mantled Trinity, 79-41. Don't be
fooled by the score; it wasn't even
that close.
When approached for comment
after the contest, sophomore Pat
Taffuri exclaimed "Can't we for-
get about this one? Write about
Coast Guard! (the Jan.17 55-54
road win)" Clark scored the first 6
points before allowing a Trinity
hoop, and then proceeded to
steamroll to a 26-3 lead. The. taller,
more experienced Clark squad
dominated the offensive and de-
fensive boards and foiled all of
Trinity's attempts to move the ball
into the paint. Sparked by the
presence of feisty Robin Silver,
Trinity "rallied" to cut the deficit
to 26-7, the second score coming
on a gutsy Silver drive to the bas-
ket and dish-off to Leanne Le-
Brun. When the buzzer sounded
ending the half, Clark was ahead
49-15.
Clark had converted a scalding
60% of its attempted shots, while
Trinity floundered at 27% on 6-22
shooting. The Bants were outre-
bounded, 22-10, and had nearly
twice the turnovers of the visitors.
Pacing the Bants was LeBrun with
10 points. For Clark, Tara Mc-
Guire's 15 points was tops, as was
her 11 rebounds. Pat Taffuri pulled
down 4 first half rebounds to lead
Trinity.
When play resumed, the night-
mare continued. The Lady Bants
•play was notably improved, but
Continued on Page 19
